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SUMMARY 
Sloshing fluid stores have been suspected as a source of 
dynamic instability in the launch of the STAR 48 Communications 
Satellites. An analysis of flight data indicated the satellite 
was not behaving as a single rigid body. 
This study used an equivalent mechanical pendulum model of 
free surface fluid motion coupled with the dynamics of the main 
body and rocket motor as an approximation to the system. A 
comparison of the simulation using the model and the experi­
mental flight data showed similar behavior. 
This study also used the spacecraft model as a basis for 
the development of a linear feedback control law. The control 
law was formulated as a linear quadratic tracking problem 
(LQTP). Numerical solution of the LQTP provided a control law 
which could be used for counteracting the dynamic instability 
caused by the fluid slosh and also for earth pointing 
maneuvers. Reaction jet chrusters were used as the control 
mechanism. A possible implementation of the control system was 
also outlined. 
In the course of this study, four computer programs were 
developed. The first program simulated the flight of the 
spacecraft during the launch phase. The second program 
linearized the equations of motion for use in the third program 
which computed the control law. The fourth program simulated 
2 
the response of the nonlinear system using the control law. 
The programs were written in FORTRAN IV and implemented on NAS 




Launchings of several of the STAR 48 Communications 
Satellites from the Space Shuttle have consistently resulted in 
a nutating motion of the spacecraft. Flight data from roll, 
pitch, and yaw axis rate gyros indicated a constant frequency, 
equal amplitude, sinusoidal oscillation about the pitch and yaw 
axis. The vector combination of these two components of 
vibration resulted in a coning motion of the satellite about 
the roll axis. The vehicle was spin stabilized at launch, 
having a one revolution per second roll velocity imparted to 
it. 
After launching from the shuttle in the perigee phase of 
its orbit, the satellite's power assist module (PAM) fired its 
thruster to establish a geosynchronous earth orbit. It is this 
axial thrust that gives rise to the coning which predominates 
after PAM motor burnout. Consistently, flight data from rate 
gyros indicated the steady state coning and a one-half cycle 
per second small amplitude disturbance superimposed on the one 
revolution per second roll velocity. 
Spacecraft designers thought that combustion instabilities 
in the PAM rocket motor were thought to be the source of a side 
force which would induce the coning motion. In order to 
investigate the presence of any such combustion instabilities, 
a STAR 48 motor was fired at the Engine Test Facility, Arnold 
4 
Engineering Development Center, Arnold Air Force Station. A 
test fixture having lateral and axial load cells was utilized, 
and the rig allowed the PAM to be spun at one revolution per 
second during firing. A spectral analysis was completed of the 
resulting load cell records obtained during firing. The test 
results indicated no significant forces at the required 
frequency (one-half cycle per second) and it was concluded that 
combustion instabilities were not the source of moments causing 
coning motion. 
A preliminary analysis of the payload (communication 
satellite) was completed indicating that a 55 ft-lb^ external 
moment would induce the coning motion. It was suspected that 
sloshing motion of liquid stores in the vehicle was the 
mechanism for creating the nutation of the spacecraft. 
Sloshing of fluid stores has been a problem which received 
much attention in the zarly years of space flight. Large 
liquid fueled rocket boosters have failed because of fluid 
slosh excited by attitude control systems.^ The early launch 
failures motivated researchers to try to understand the compli­
cated behavior of free surface fluid motion. Analytical models 
of the fluid motion were developed for various tank 
geometries.The analyses were similar but the boundary 
conditions imposed by different tank geometries made each 
problem unique. Stability of the fluid motion was studied and 
unstable modes were identified. 
5 
Experimental studies of free surface fluid motion of 
different tank geometries were also undertaken. Sumner^ 
developed an equivalent lumped parameter mechanical model of 
the complex fluid behavior. The model was applicable to 
spherical and oblate-spherical containers. Sumner and Stofan^ 
also investigated the effect of viscous damping in spherical 
tanks. Stability boundaries were identified for the equivalent 
lumped parameter mechanical model by Sayar and Baumgarten.^ 
The stability boundaries established the range of validity of 
the model. 
The analytical and experimental analysis of fluid slosh 
provided a basis for the investigation of how to prevent 
8 9 
unstable fluid motion. Anderson and Stephens, et al. studied 
the damping of sloshing fluid by use of baffle systems. 
Baffling is an effective way of damping oscillations but any 
added weight is costly in terms of payload reduction. 
The modeling of fluid slosh is extensive and has been used 
by researchers to study its effect on space vehicle motion. 
Abramson^® studied the response of a planar model of a launch 
vehicle with sloshing fluid stores. Stability boundaries were 
identified so that the control frequency of the gimbaled rocket 
motor could be designed far away from the fundamental slosh 
frequency. Michelini et al.^^ outlined a procedure for 
developing the equations of motion of a spinning satellite 
containing fluid stores. The equations of motion were not 
6 
presented but the study supplied the analytical background for 
the experimental identification of the dynamic model. 
Experimental results showed that small amplitude free surface 
wave motion does not cause instabilities in the vehicle. 
Instabilities were found to be generated by the first mode 
natural frequency which is not excited by small disturbances. 
The consequence of the first mode natural frequency causing 
instability in the vehicle justifies the use of an equivalent 
spherical pendulum model of the fluid slosh. 
The natural frequency of the first mode can be near the 
coning or control frequency of the vehicle which would result 
12 13 in unstable motion. Baur and Eide, et al. have also 
analyzed the stability of launch vehicles with sloshing fluid 
stores and discussed the need for a control system which would 
generate control forces that are phase shifted with the liquid 
motion stabilizing the vehicle. 
The research on the dynamics and control of space vehicles 
with sloshing fluid stores has been concerned with establishing 
design methods to either constrain the fluid motion or build 
the vehicle and control system so that fluid slosh is not 
excited. It is quite possible that because of design 
constraints a vehicle may naturally tend to excite the fluid 
slosh. 
The first part of this study modeled the vehicle coupled 
with the sloshing fluid stores using an equivalent spherical 
7 
pendulum model for the fundamental slosh mode. The simulation 
of the launch phase of the satellite was then conducted. 
The second part of this study was the development of a 
control law which may be applied to a spin-stabilized space­
craft with sloshing fluid stores without baffling or changing 
the design of the spacecraft. A closed loop feedback control 
law was developed which stabilizes the spacecraft and may be 
used for earth pointing maneuvers. A closed loop control 
system tries to maintain a prescribed relationship of one 
system variable to another by comparing functions of these 
14 
variables and using the difference as a means of control. 
Control systems for spacecraft fall into two general 
categories; internal and external torque devices. Internal 
torque devices consist of momentum wheels or other movable 
masses. A momentum wheel is a disk which is driven by a motor 
attached to the satellite body. The reactive torque of the 
motor on the spacecraft creates an internal moment which, when 
three wheals are used, can control the spacecraft attitude. 
Vadali and Junkins^^ showed that momentum wheels can be used 
for flat spin recovery and attitude maneuvers of a spacecraft. 
The advantage of momentum wheels is their precise control while 
the disadvantages are slower response and higher cost than 
external torque devices. Kane and Sobala^^ have shown that an 
internal mass moving with a prescribed motion can be used to 
8 
bring a spacecraft into simple spin from an arbitrary state of 
motion. 
External torque devices consist of reaction jets which 
eject a fluid to apply the torque to the body. External torque 
devices which are normally used on spacecraft which are spin-
stabilized, are an inexpensive method of control. The method 
of control for this study was chosen to be external torque 
reaction jets, which is compatible with the STAR 48 design. 
The third part of this study discusses the implementation 
of the control system developed. The control system would 
consist of a digital or analog computer, A/D (analog to 
digital) and D/A (digital to analog) conversion, two servo-
valves and two propellant tanks. Modulated pulsing of bi­
directional servo-valves would create a timed impulse on the 
structure, ultimately controlling the device. 
9 
CHAPTER II. 
DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The equations of motion for the dynamic system were derived 
using two different methods. The first formulation was derived 
using D'Alemberts form of Lagrange's equation, or Kane's 
equation, while the second formulation was made using the 
17 18 
classical Lagrange equation. ' The two methods are quite 
different in form and a term for term match provided confidence 
that the equations of motion were correct. 
A schematic diagram of the system is shown in Figure 1. 
The reference frames a, b, and n are inertial, body fixed to 
the main body and pendulum, respectively. The inertial frame 
corresponds to the center of the earth. A set of generalized 
coordinates to describe the position and orientation of the 
system were chosen by inspection. The coordinates used to 
describe the location of the center of mass (G) of the main 
body relative to the inertial frame were a set of cartesian 
coordinates defined as, 
- rectilinear distance along a^ (1) 
X2 - rectilinear distance along §2 (2) 
Xg - rectilinear distance along a^ (3) 
and shown in Figure 1. The position of the satellite relative 












Figure 1. Model of spacecraft with spherical pendulum 
11 
12 - angle of rotation about 
angles where, 
R - altitude + radius of earth = + x^^) ^ (4) 
^ - azimuth angle = tan ^ ^ ^ 
9 - orbital angle = tan ^ ^ ^  ^ 
^1 
The generalized coordinates describing the main body-
orientation and pendulum orientation are given by, 
(7) 
02 - angle of rotation about (8 ) 
8g - angle of rotation about b2 (9) 
a - angle of rotation about (10) 
6 - angle of rotation about n^ (11) 
and are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The total number of degrees 
of freedom is equal to 6 + 2N where N corresponds to the number 
of spherical pendulums. Coordinate transformations were 
derived using successive right hand 3-1-2 rotations, i.e., 
rotate the body fixed frame about its 3 axis, 1 axis, and 2 
axis into the final position. The transformations are given 
by, 








Figure 2. Reference frame a to b transformation 
13 
Figure 3. Reference frame b to n transformation 
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= csB. (33) 
The equations of motion were first formulated using Kane's 
equations by developing expressions for angular velocities, 
velocities, angular accelerations, accelerations, partial 
velocities, and then assembling the generalized inertia forces 
and generalized active forces. In order to simplify the 
writing of the kinematics, a notation for writing angular 
velocities was chosen. A bracketed quantity with a superscript 
m denotes that all angular velocities within the bracket are 
with respect to the pendulum, otherwise they are with respect 
to the main body. The remaining notation is given by, 
a^ Acceleration vector of point x in the inertial 
reference frame 
a^yy Acceleration vector of point x relative to 
point y in the inertial reference frame 
^_a^ Acceleration vector of point x relative to 
reference frame y 
A Earth or inertial reference frame 
^2' —3 Inertial reference frame dextral set of 
orthogonal unit vectors 
B Main rigid body reference frame on which the 
pendulums are attached 
b^, b2, ^ 3 Body B reference frame dextral set of 
orthogonal unit vectors 
16 
D Damping coefficient associated with a degree of 
freedom 
D Damping coefficient associated with g degree of 
6 
freedom 
F_ Gravitational attraction force vector 
—g 
F_ Rocket motor thrust vector 
—t 
* 
F_, Inertia force on body B 
—d 
F. Inertia force on pendulum mass i 
— 1 
Generalized active force with respect to degree 
of freedom r 
* 
F^ Generalized inertia force with respect to 
degree of freedom r 
I Inertia tensor 
K Kinetic energy 
Kg Gravitation attraction parameter 
K Spring rate associated with ct degree of freedom 
a 
K Spring rate associated with g degree of freedom g 
L Pendulum length 
Position vector of pendulum point x relative to 
point y 
M Mass of main body 
m Mass of pendulum 
—1' —2' —3 Body m reference frame dextral set of 
orthogonal unit vectors 
17 
Generalized force associated with virtual 
displacement r 
Generalized coordinate 
r^^y Position vector on main body of point x 
relative to point y 
T® Pendulum torque vector on body B 
^ Pendulum torque vector on body m 
Rocket motor torque vector 
* 
Tg Inertia torque vector on body B 
uj Partial velocity coefficient j 
Velocity vector of point x in the inertial 
reference frame 
Y-x/y Velocity vector of point x relative to point y 
in the inertial reference frame 
^V^ Velocity vector of point x relative to 
reference frame y 
V^ Generalized speed r 
^V^ Partial velocity with respect to generalized 
speed V^. (3V/av^) 
y A n g u l a r  v e l o c i t y  v e c t o r  o f  b o d y  x  r e l a t i v e  t o  
reference frame y 
ywy Partial angular velocity with respect to 
r 
generalized speed V^. (3^u^/3V^) 
Single underscore denotes vector 
18 
Dot over a variable denotes differentiation 
with respect to time 
' Primed quantities denote the intermediate 
rotated orientation of the body or reference 
frame 
The angular velocity of body B is given by, 
ayb = ayb" + b"yb' + b'yb ( 3 4 )  
= + 82^1 •*" ®3-2 
= (ëjcgi + e^icsbgib^ + + ^3^—2 
+ (êjcgg + êgisne^/bj 
= w^b^ + wgbg + 0)3^3 
where, 
"1 ~ ^1*^31 62^593 (35) 
"2 ~ ^1^32 ®3 (36) 
(1)3 - §2^33 ®2®"®3* (37) 
The angular velocity of rn is given by, 
+ v (38) 
~ ^ + (1^3 + 
- ( w2 + ®^11^—1 2 ^ 2 
+ (w3 + a  )^3 • 
The velocity of the pendulum mass may be written as. 
^ = 
1 G  + zo/g + vo (39) 
^ = 
xi^l + ^2^2 (40) 
^/g 
= ^ ^ o/g + byo (41) 
19 
(*2^3 " "3^2 - ri% •i" ( u 3 itj 
^'*'1^2 ~ ^ 2^2 ~ ^3^—3 
'•^^3^32 ~ ^ 2^33)^1 (r^snog 
[ ^^1^33 ~ ^ 3^31 ^ ®1 (r2sne3 
^(^2^31 ~ ^ 1^32)^1 (r2cs02 
x l"»/® + "v™ 
2 l"3 ^3^-3 
v , = (42) 
—m/o - — — 
— (#2^2 "• ^2^2) + (0)3^2 ~ ^2 
(#^^'2 " ^2^1^ ~3 ^—2 
[(l3c32 - ^ 2^33^®1 (-lgsnqgjêg + ^ 383 
+ (L^ti2)6 ~ ^ 2^ ^^21^ —1 
+[{lIc3 3  - + (l^sne^ - 1^0583)82 
+ + l^d + ^^22^—2 
[(^2^22 "* ^1^32^^1 (^'2^583) 82 " ^ 1^3 
"*" •*" ^^23^-3 
L i  4  L t g i  ( 4 3 )  
L ,  A  L t 2 2  ( 4 4 )  
L 3  A  L t , , .  ( 4 5 )  
The velocity components may be assembled and written as, 
^ ^ 2^21 x3c3i (46) 
+ ^3^^32 "" (^2 
+ ( ~ ( ^ 2  l2)sne2)§2 + (+ lg)^^ 
+ (l3t22)6 - lgâ - + lt22]al 
+ [x1c22 + *2^22 + x3c22 
+ ((r^ ^1^^33 (^3 ^3^^31 ^ ^ 1 
20 
+ ((r^ + + igjcsggjeg 
+  ( — +  l ^ o t  —  t g  +  ^ ^ 2 2 ^ — 2  
+ [x^c^ 3  + xgcgg + xgcgg 
+ ((r-g + ^2)0^2 - (^1 + '"1^^32^®1 
+ ((tg + lgicsggjêg + (-(r^ + 
"'" ^^2^11 " ^ 1^12^^ ^3 ^ ^ ^23^-3" 
The partial velocities and partial angular velocities are given 
by, 
= ^11^1 + (=12^2 + ^13^3 (47) 
^ ^ 21-1 * ^22-2 * ^ 23^3 (<9) 





^3)^32 (^2 + 4 ^^33^-1 
+ [ ( + 
^l'^33 (^3 + ^3 ^^31^-2 
+ [(rg + 
^2)^31 (^1 + h ^^32^-3 
(50) 
= [-(^2 + 12)5082](51) 
+ [(r^ + l2)sn02 - (r^ + lgjcse^jbg 
+ [(r-g + l2)cs82],b2 
^ = [r^ + + [0]b2 + [-(r^ + L^ilb^ (52) 
^ ~ ^^3^12^—1 ^"^3^11^-2 '*' - ^iti2^è3 (53) 
^Y? = [-Lgjb^ + [Lj]b2 + rO]b3 (54) 
= 0 (i = 1, 2, 3) (55) 
"^i 
= =31^^ + =32^2 + =33^3 <5*) 
21 
= csqgb^ + sne^b^ (57) 
=^2 
^ ^ llal ^12^2 
a*? = b,. (60) 
These quantities may be defined as, 
"1 ^  <=11 
"2 ^  =12 
"3 = =13 
A 
"9 = ^33 
(63) 
u4 ^ C 2 1  (64) 
(65) 
ug a c23 (66) 
"7 - =31 
ug a =22 (68) 
(69) 
"10 ~ (^3 ^3)^32 ~ (^2 ^2)^33 
"11 ~ (^1 ^1)^33 ~ (^3 ^3)^31 
u12 a (r^ + lgicgi - (r^ + l^)c32 (72) 
ui3 a -(rg + lgisngg (73) 
a (r^ + l^)sne3 - (r^ + l^)csq^ (74) 
22 
"l5 ^  ( ^2 (75) 
"16 = (^3 + ^ 3) (76) 
= 0 (77) 
"18 = -(^1 + ^1) 
"19 ^3^12 
"20 = -^3^11 (go) 
"21 " ^ 2^11 " ^ 1^12 
u22 a -l, (82) 
"23 = ^1 (83) 
U24 = 0. (84) 
The angular acceleration of the pendulum mass is given by, 
= d [(u, + §t,-,)b-| + + Bt,-)b- (85) 
dt" dt ^ 11 -1 2 
+ (w^ + a)b^] 
= + gt^^ + s(-cxtj^2 ~ ^12^3) •*" °"2^-l 
+ ["2 + bti2 + b(=tii + ti^wg) - &w^]b2 
+  [ w ^  +  a  +  B ( t ^ 2 ' ^ i  ~  ^ l l " 2 ' ^ - 3 *  
The acceleration of the pendulum mass is given by, 
sm = as + ao/g + am/o 
where, 
—G ~ ^ 1—1 ^2—2 ^3^3 (87) 
a /p = X (AwB X r°/G) + d x r°/^ (88) 
—o/g - - — - — 
23 
+ 2awb x v + bgo 
= - rifw-z + w 2) + 0) 0) r 
+ tô^ r - ,  -  -  2 ( 1 ^ 2 ^ 2  ~  "3^2^ ~ ^ 1^—1 
1*2^2 - cil"2 " "3 ' " "1*3^3 
2^3 • ^^3' 
2 2 
+ [wgwgtg - + wg ) + "^^2^1 
+ - 2 ( . u ^ r ^  - w^r^) - ^ 2 1 ^ 2  
2 2 
+ [w^w^r^ - r^fw^ + 0)2 ) + 
+ w^rg - *2^1 - 2(wir2 " "2^1^ " ^3^^3 
a , = -^ 0)'^  X (Aw™ X L™/°) + d x L*/° (89) 
—m/o - - — - — 
+ 2(v x v) + v 
= [(w^w2l2 — "*" ^3^) 
+ 1^(02 + st^2 + 6(ât^^ + - âu^) 
- ^ 2(^3 + ° + ^^^12"l ~ ^11^2) 
+ 2l(co2t23 - 03^22) ^^21^-1 
+ [("2"3^3 " + wg^) + 
+ lif:, + ; + g(ti2wi - tiiwg) 
- l3(\ + 4. 6(-=ti2 - tl2"3) + °"2) 
+ 2l('^3t2j - "it23)™ + lt22] ^2 
+ [(wiw^l^ - + wgz) + w2^3l2)™ 
+ l2 (\ + + b(-=ti2 - t^2"3) + «"2) 
- l^(w2 + St^2 + + t^^Wg) - ôu^) 
+ 2l(w^t22 - "*2^21) ^^23^-3' 
a b The angular acceleration components of ^  ^  may be written as, 
dt 
"1 = ®1=31 + ®2==3 + ®1 (90) 
"2 = g1c32 + 83 + 62 (91) 
24 
^3 = ®3* (92) 
where, 
^ ® 1 ^ ®2^32®*^®3 ~ ôgcgg) - ®2®3®"®3 (93) 
62 = (94) 
g3 = bif-szcszcsg] + s3c31) + 62ô3cs83' (95) 
Substituting equations 90-95 into 86-89 the acceleration of the 
pendulum mass is given by, 
^m = ["1*1 + "4*2 + u7x3 + ^ 10®1 (96) 
+ 
"13°2 + "16* 3 + "19 
g + u22o' + ®1^-1 
+ [u2x1 + 
"5*2 + "8*3 + "11*1 + "14*2 
+ 
"17® 3 + "20* + "23= + ®2^-2 
+ [u3x1 + 
"6*2 + u9x3 + "12*1 + "15*2 
+ 
"18®3 + "21^ + "24* 
+ 83] b. 
where, 
A 
®1 ~ (^3 """ ^3)^2 ~ (^2 ^2)83 (97) 
+ i^(&(âti2 + ti^wg) - âw^) 
- t^(g(ti2"l - ^ 11*2)) 
+ "1*2^2 - ^ l("2^ + *3^) + "1*3^3 
+ ('^l"2^2 - :'l(''2^ + "3^) + ''l"3:'3)'" 
- 2(^-2^3 - "3^2) - ^ 1 
+ 2l(a)2t23 - "3^22^™ ^^21 
b2 = (r^ + ^1)63 - (r3 + l^je^ (98) 
+ l^(s(t^2"l - ^ 11*2)) 
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+ + wgz) + w^w^r 1 2^1 
l"2^1' + (*2*3^3 - + wgz) + u^w^li)™ 
- 2(^2^1 - w^r^) - r2 
+ zlfwjtgi - "1^23)"* + ^^22 
= ( r2 + - (r^^ + l^)e2 
+ l2(s(-atj^2 ~ {^2^3) + ôwg) 
- l^ (s(ât^^ + - ôo)^) 
(99) 
"3^' + "2"3l2'"' + ("^.'^3^1 • ^3^"l' 
- 2("ir2 - "2^1) - ^ 3 
+ 2l(u^t22 ~ '"2^21^ "*" ^^23" 
The next step in formulating the equations of motion is the 
derivation of the generalized inertia forces. The quantities 
are given by, 
" ,mi f! + 
r = 1, .../ 6 + 2N degrees of freedom 
-B -V % ^ il 
* 




zs = ' ^01® + (i ^u®) X - I d awb 
dt 
( 1 0 1 )  
( 1 0 2 )  
F. = -m.a ., i = 1, ..., N pendulums, 
—1 1—m 1 
(103) 
The inertia forces and inertia torques for body B are given by, 
* 
Kb = -«(xili + ^ 2^2 + 
-B ^  ^"^^11^31 ^12^32 ^^3^33)^1 




- ^11®1 • ^12®2 ~ i13g3 
^12"l"3 122^2^3 ^23^3^ 
" ( I l3" l "2 "  ^ 23^2^ + 133*2*3)  
- ^11*1 - il2"2 - ^ 13*3^^1 
+ [-(i12c3i ^22^32 ^23^33)*®! 
(i^gcsgg + 1233^62)92 " ^22®3 
" ^ 12®1 • ^22®2 " ^23®3 
+ h3"l^ + l23"l"2 + l33"l"3 
- (in»l"3 + ii2"2"3 + il3"3^' 
- i 12*1 " ^ 22*2 ~ ^ 23*3^—2 
+ [-(iigcgi + i23c32 ^33^33^®! 
(ii3cs®3 + ^33®"®3)®2 ^23®3 
^13®1 " ^ 23®2 ~ ^ 33®3 
-  h l" l "2 + I l2"2^ ^ I l3"2"3 
- (ii2»^2 ^  + l23"l"3' 
^13*1 ~ ^23*2 ~ ^ 33*3^-^3* 
The generalized inertia forces for body B may be written as, 
* A„G F = v- • (-map) = -mx-i (106) 
x 2 —x 2 —1
F* = -MXg (107) 
F* = -Mx^ (108) 
x3 j 
^éj = Mj • % (1091 
^11®1 9i2®2 913®3 
+ d^cgi + ^ 2^32 ^3^33 
27 
^2 = 921*1 + 922*2 + 923*3 
+ dicsg] + dgsngg 
^0^ 931®! 932^2 933^3 
A 2 
9i 1 = - 2it^c,-,c,-, - 2it,coic 
.e. + 8 _ +  d.  
'11 11"31 12^31^32 13^31^33 
2 2 
^22^32 " 2i23c33c32 " ^ 33^33 
9i2 111^31^583 - i12c32csg3 
- i^qxc^^csg^ + cg^sng^) - i^^c^^sno 13^^33" 
^33^33®"®3 
23r32" 
9i3 ^12^31 " ^ 22^32 ~ ^ 23^33 
921 ~ ~^ll'^31^®®3 ~ 112^32^5^3 
- 113(0330582 + 03^3083) - 123=328083 
1330338083 
922 = -111=5^83 - 21^303835063 - 13330^03 
923 = -112=5*3 " l23s"*3 
931 ^12^31 ~ ^22=32 ~ ^23^33 
A 
A 
932 = -112=5*3 - i23s"*3 
933 ^22 
di - (iii^i + ^12®2 ^13®3^ 
~ (ill'^l + il 0^0 + 12"2 13 3 
^12"l"3 ^22"2"3 ^23^3 
(^^3"l^2 ^23^2^ ^33"2"3' 
"^2 -^^12®1 ^22®2 ^23®3^ 
( 1 1 0 )  
( 1 1 1 )  




( 1 1 6 )  
(117) 
( 1 1 8 )  
(119) 
( 1 2 0 )  
( 1 2 1 )  
( 1 2 2 )  
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- (112*1 + 122*2 ^  123*3) 
+ + l23"l"2 + l33"l"3 
-  'h l " l "3 + I l2"2"3 + I l3"3^ '  
= - (11361 + ^23®2 ^33®3'  (123) 
" (i-ls^l ^23*2 133*3) 
+ + ii2"2 ^13*2*3 
- 'il2"l^ - l22"l"2 + l23"l"3'-
The generalized inertia forces associated with the pendulums 
are written in a similar manner. 
The remaining step in formulating the equations of motion 
is the derivation of the generalized active forces. The 
quantities were formulated as, 
(F^) = ' (Fg + F^) + • (T^ + T®) (124) 
r r 
+  - T ™  r = l ,  . . . , 6 + 2 N .  
r 
The generalized active forces were formulated separately 
for the gravitational, thrust, spring, and damper forces and 
then assembled using equation 124. 
Gravitational forces on the main body were modeled as a 
point mass with the force being directly proportional to the 
main body mass and inversely proportional to the square of the 
distance from the center of the earth. The gravitational 
force on the pendulum was neglected because the mass is much 
less than the main body mass. 
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Thrust forces were modeled as an equivalent single force 
and couple applied at the outlet of the rocket motor. 
Spring and damper forces were included in the pendulum 
model of the sloshing fluid store. The spring provides a 
restoring force to the position of the pendulum while the 
damper dissipates energy. 
The four force groups were derived as follows: 
Grayitational force 
kg = 4.3735 X lO^^ m ib^ (125) 
ig = ~^g + xgag + (126) 
[xj^^ + x^^ + xg^] [x^^ + x2^ + xg^]^ 
• £g = -kg%1 
f = -kpx, (128) 
— 2 
[xi^ + x2^ + xgzjs/z 
^*3 = -*0*3 (129) 
ixj^ + x/ 4. xjz,]/: 
Thrust force 
ft = ^1^1 + 12^2 + ^3^3 (130 
. f, (131: 
(^11-1 *^12-2 ^13-3) * (^1-1 ^2-2 ^3-3) 
= + 012^2 ^13^3 
^xg ^ ^ 21^1 + "=22^2 c23f3 (132) 
30 
~ ^31^1 ^32^2 c33f3 
'3 
Thrust torque 
it = z"/" • it 
" (^27^3 ~ ^3t^2^-1 (^3t^1 ~ ^ lt^3^-2 
^^1t^2 ~ '^2t^l'-3 
"^1 " ^ 2t^3 ~ ^ 3t^2 
'^2 ^3t^1 ~ ^ 1t^3 
^3 = ^1t^2 - =27^1 
i- e ^  = ''hiJ • it 
^31^1 c22t2 c33t3 
^02 = tlcs*3 + ^3^"®3 
pe, = ^2 
Pendulum spring and damper torques 
t™ = -(k^(a - + d^&)b^ 
- (kg(6 - 8o)3 + dg8)ni 
= -(kg(6 - 6o)3 + dg6)tiibi 
- (kg(g - *0)^ + dgb)ti2b2 
- (Ka(° " °o)^ ^ ^ 5°)^3 
= -t® 
f. = • t® + ' t^ = 0 
01 -®i - -®i -















Fq = 0 (145) 
Fg = 0 + ( t j ib j  + t i2b2) -  f  (146) 
=• -ikjcs - + dg«] 
F = 0 + b, • T™ (147) 
ct  —3 — 
= -[Kgfa - 0^)3 + Dgô]. 
The generalized active forces may be assembled and written as, 
= -kc^l + cii?! + ^ 1 2 ^ 2  + =13^3 (^^s) 
- g"2 ^21^1 ^22^2 ^23^3 (149) ~^ ^
+ 
-kgx3 x3 " ^ ^31^1 ^32^2 c33f3 (l30) 
[x^z + x,: + x,:]:/: 
^0^ ^  ^3l '^ l  ^32^2 ^33^3 (151) 
Fg = CS83T2 ••"  sn03T2 (152) 
F.  = T (153) 
^3 
Fg = - [Kg(g -  Sq)^ + Dgg]  (154) 
F = -  [K (ct  -  0^)3 + D a] .  (155) 
a a O a 
The equations of motion were obtained by assembling the 
generalized inertia forces and generalized active forces as 
given by, 
F^ + F^ = 0 r = 1, ..., 6 + 2N. (156) 
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+ [ - Im (u iUio + ^2^11 + U3U12 
+ [ -2m (UiUi3 + ^2^14 + U3U15 
+ [ -Zm (" lUlG + ^2^17 + "3^18 
+ [ -Em + 
"2^20 + "3^21 
+ [ -Em (U1U22 + 
"2^23 + U3U24 
+ [ -Em (u^B^ + u 2®2 + 
"3 B3)]  
— KqXi = 0 
si 
= i 
•11^1 ^12^2 ^13^3 
0]x, (158) 
+ [-M-Em^] X2 
+ [0]x 3 
+ [-Em ("4^10 + U5U1I + U6U12) ®1 
+ [-Em (U4U13 + 
"5^14 
+ ue^is) ®2 
+ [-Em (U4UI6 + U5U17 + "6"18) '3 
+ [-Em (^4^19 + "5^20 + "6"2l) Ji 
+ [-Em ("4U22 + "5^23 + "6"24) a . 1 
























0 ] X 
-M -Zmujxg 








"8"ll + U9U12) ®1 
—2in (U7U13 + "8^14 + U9U15) ®2 
-Zm (u7u16 + "8^17 + uguig) ®3 
-zm (u7"l9 + ^8^20 + U9U21) 
-Zm (U7U22 + 
"8^23 + "9"24) a . 1 




11^5 + "12^5)^^2 
11^8 u12u9)1x3 
+ ull ^ + ui2^)]8 
(160) 
9il ~ 
^12 ~ ^ "'i^"l0"l3 "11^14 "l2"l5^^*®2 
9i3 " zm-fu^gu^g + + u^2^18^^®3 
-zmufu^qu^ g  + u^^u2o + "l2"21^^^i 
-2ihi(uiou22 + ^11^23 ^12"24^^^i 
-em^(uiobi + + u12b3)] 
1c31 + dgcgg + dgcgg + c32t2 + c33t3 = 0 
[-znu(u23ui + 
"14^2 + u15u3)jx^ (161) 
+ [-zm.(u^3u4 + u14u5 + uisus)]x2 
+ [-zmu(u23u7 + 
"14^8 + ^15^9 ^ ^ ^ 3 
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921 ~ ^ ^i^"l3"l0 •*" "14^11 "*• "l5"l2^^®l 
'22 - 2m^(u^ 2  +  u 14 
2 + 
923 " ^™i("l3"l6 "l4"l7 '*' ^15^18^^ ®3 
-zmi(ui3ui9 + u^^UgQ + "15^21^^^i 
-2:m^(ui3u22 + "14^23 "l5"24^^°i 
^14^2 
dicsqs + dgsngg + csg^t^ 4- snqgtg = 0 
-zmi(ui6u^ + uiyu2 + uigugilx^ 
^^i^"l6"4 "^7^5 "*" "l8"6'^^2 
-emi(uigu7 + u^yug + uj^gu9)]x2 
931 ~ ^ ^ifuiguio + "l7"ll "l8"l2^^'®l 
932 ~ ^ ™i^"l6"l3 "*" "17^14 "l8"l5'^®2 
933 " "l7 "i8 ^^"®3 
-zin^(ui6uig + u^^ugo + "l8"21^^^i 
~^"*i^"l6"22 ^17^23 "l8"24^^°'i 
-zmicuigbi + u17b2 + uigb])] + dg + t2 = 0 
[ -m ( " l9" l  "20^2 + U21U3)]Xi  
+ [ -m ("19U4 "20^5 + ^21^6)]*2 
+ [ -m ("19U7 "20^8 + "2 l "9^^^3 
+ [ -m 





{u19u13 + u20u24 + "21^15^^®2 
("19^16 ^20^17 + '^2l"l8^^®3 
(ui9 + u20 + ^21 
(u19u22 + ^ 20^23 "21^24^'^i 
( 1 6 2 )  
(163) 
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+ [-m i("l9®l "20®2 U21B3)] 
- (Kg (8i - Gio) 3 + Dgg i) = 0 
[-m i^"22"l "23^2 *24*3)]Xl 
+ [-m (^22^4 "23^5 *24*6)]X2 
+ [-m ("22^7 "23^8 *24*9)]X3 
+ [-m ("22^10 ^23^11 *24*12) ^ ®1 
+ [-m 
^"22^13 "23*14 *24*15) ^ ®2 
+ [-m (^22^16 + *23*17 *24*13)^^3 
+ [-in (^22^19 •*" *23*20 + "24*21)]Gi 
+ [-m ("22^ + " 24 )]*i 
+ [-m ("22^1 *23^2 U24B3)] 
- (K* ^°i " *io) ^ + D à a 
^ ) = 0, 
i = 1, N pendulums. 
A classical Lagrangian formulation was written as a check 
on the equations of motion (see Appendix A). An assumption was 
made by not allowing the pendulum attachment points to move 
relative to the center of mass (G) of the main body. This 
assumption can be removed using Kane's equations quite easily 
but, as an equation match is desired, this simplifies the 
algebra required. The actual construction of the rocket motor 
is such that it burns radially and its center of mass coincides 
with the center of mass of the structure and payload so the 
assumption is valid. A second assumption is that the pendulum 
mass does not move relative to the arm it is on. This 
assumption is valid unless mass is being expelled from the fuel 
36 
tanks which would change the equivalent mechanical pendulum 
length. Using Kane's equations, this again is not a problem, 
but unnecessarily complicates the Lagrangian formulation. 
It can be seen from equations 148-155 and 39-46 of Appendix 
A that the generalized active forces in Kane's equations match 
the generalized forces using the principle of virtual work. 
The generalized inertia forces of Kane's equations can be shown 
to match the negative of the time derivative part of Lagrange's 
equation after considerable algebraic manipulation. Trigono­
metric functions must be identified and simplified to obtain 
the match. Both methods result in symmetry about the diagonal 
of the coefficients of the highest derivatives for the 
equations of motion. Kane's method is clearly a more efficient 
way to formulate the equations of motion than the Lagrangian 
approach. 
The utility of Kane's method becomes more apparent when the 
concept of generalized speeds is used. In the first derivation 
using Kane's equations, the generalized speeds were chosen as, 
a v, a 8^ a v5+2m a 8^ (165, 
= *2 vg a vg+2m = =n' 
A « A • 
v3 = *3 ^6 = *3 : 
A better choice of generalized speeds yields a much simpler 
form for the equations of motion. A formulation using a new 
set of generalized speeds was derived using. 
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vi - - 03^ v-7 - §2 ^5 + 2n ~ (166) 
^2 ^  *2 "^5 ^ "2 ^8 " "l ^6+2n " °n* 
v3 = 3:3 vg a u, : 
The angular velocities, velocities, angular accelerations, 
accelerations, and partial velocities were rewritten in terms 
of this new set of generalized speeds. 
The velocity of the pendulum mass becomes, 
ym = f^l^ll + ^2^21 + x3c3i (167) 
" ^3^2 ^  ^ 12 2 ^ *" ^2^^3 ^ ) ) 
- ri + Lt2j^]b2 
+ + *2^22 + x3c22 
+ u^r^ - w^r^ + + a) - + 6t^^)) 
- r2 + Lt22]^2 
+ [xicjj 4- x2c23 + ^3^33 
w 2 ^ 2 " w 2 it 2 (^2(^2 6^22^ "" ^x^^2 ^^12^ 
- r3 + lt23]b] 
[ciixi + c21x2 + c31x3 
+ (r^ + l2)w2 ~ ( ^2 + + ^3^12^ ~ ^ 2*^ 
- ri + Lt2^]b^ 
+ [c^2^i + *^22^2 ^32*3 
+ (r^ + - (r^ + + L^a 
^2 + Lt22^b2 
+  +  C 2 3 X 2  +  C 3 3 X 3  
+ ^^2 ^2^^1 "" (^2^22 "" ^ 12 ^ ^  
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- rs + ltgglbg. 
The partial velocities and partial angular velocities become, 
" ^11^1 ^12-2 ^13-3 (168) 
^^2 " ^21-1 ^22-2 ^23-3 (169) 
^ ^ 31-1 ^32-2 ^^33-3 
= -(r^ + + (^2 + Lgjb] (171) 
= (^3 + ^ 3)^1 - (?! + li)b3 (172) 
= -(r_ + L«)b, + (r^ + L, )b« (173) 
—w 2 2. I —1 1 i —2 
= 4'i2^1 - 4'i1^2 + <s«11 - h'12'^3 '174) 
- -1-2^1 + '1'=' 
^v? = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3) (176) 
^i 
= èi (177) 
0^)® = b. (178) 
-^2 —2 
^oj® = b, (179) 
—u 2 —3 
^ïïb = 'u^l + '12^2 'iso' 
"tt ' bj. (181) 
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These quantities may be defined as, 
u, = c, (182) 1 " ^11 
"2 = =12 
"4 = =21 
"6 = =23 
"8 = =32 
(183) 
"3 = =13 ^84) 
(185) 
"5 = =22 
(187) 
a c3^ (188) 
(189) 
ug = cgg (190) 
u^q = 0 (191) 
+ l3 ) (192) 
u12 = (^2 + l2) (193) 
"13 ^ (^3 + ^ 3) (194) 
= 0 (195) 
= -(^1 + (196) 
u16 = ~(^2 ^2' (197) 
= (r^ + l^) (198) 
u^g = 0 (199) 







"21 - ^ 2^11 " ^1^12 
"22 " ~^2 
"23 = 
"24 - ° 
The acceleration of the pendulum mass becomes, 
= ["1*1 + "4*2 + u7x3 + "10*1 
+ 
"13*2 + "16" 3 + Uigl 3 "22" + Bjb. 
+ 
'•"2^ 1 + "5*2 + "8*3 + "ll"l + "14^2 
+ 
"17*3 + "20* + "23* + 
+ [U3X1 + 
"6*2 + "9x3 + "12^1 + "15^2 
+ 
"18*3 
+ u,i3 + "24 = + B3]b^  
( 2 0 1 )  




( 2 0 6  )  
where, 
B 2 = l3(b(at^j^ + t^^wg) - aw^) 
- I-2'®"l2"l - 'll"2" 
+ ^ "3^' + 
+ <"l"2'-2 - li<"2^ + "3^' + "l"3l-3''° 
- 2(«3r3 - "jrj) -
+ 2 L { ' ^ 2 ^ 2 3  "3^22^ ^^21 
®2 ^ ^ 1(^ ^^12"l ~ ^ ll"2^) 
- lgfsf-otiz - ti2"3^ + *"2) 
+ "2"3=^3 - •^2'"!^ ^ "3^' "l"2'^l 
+ ("2"3"-3 - 4<"l^ + "3^) + "l"2h'°' 
(207) 
(208) 
- 2(^3^1 - "1^3) " ^2 
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+ 2L(i^2^21 - + Lt 22 
b3 = l2(3(-cxt22 - + awg) (209) 
-l^(g(ât^^ + ~ ôw^) 
2 2 
+ w^w^ri - r^fu^ + wg ) + u i 2 ' ^ 2 ^ 2  
+ (w^wgl^ — + #2^) + '^2*^3^2^'^ 
- 2(wir2 - *2^1) - ^ 3 
+ 2l(w^t22 - "2^21' "*• ^^23* 
The equations of motion were assembled in the same manner 
as before by deriving generalized inertia forces and 
generalized active forces. 
The equations of motion of the system are given by, 











-zmi("2"ll + "3"l2^^"l 
-2m^(uj^u-,3 + ^3'-'l5^^"2 
-:mi(ulul6 + "2^17)]"3 
-zm^fu^u^g + u2u20 + "3"21^^®i 
-za.(uiu22 + u2u23)]*i 
-2in^(u^b^ + u2b2 + ugbg)] 
+ + u2f2 + u3f3 kgxi = 0 
[x^z + x22 
[ojx^ 




+ + ugu^5)]w2 
+ 
+ [-zm.cu^uig + u5u20 + u6u2i)]8i 
+ [-sm^(u4u22 + 
+ [-im.cu^b^ + u5b2 + ugb])] 
+ u4f1 + u5f2 + ugf] - kqx2 = 0 
[xi^ + 
oi;, 
+ [ 0 ] X 2  
+ [ -M-Zmu]X3 
+ [*~ETn^(ugu.^^ + U9Ui2) ]" i  
+ ( UyU^^ + u9"l5)]"2 
+ [ -Zm.fuyuig + ugui7)]"3 
+ [ — ( u y u ^ g  + "8^20 ^ "9"21 
+ + 
"8*23) 
+ [ -Em.Cu^B^ + UgBg + U9B3)]  
+ u??! + "8^2 + u9f3 ~^G^3 
[xi^ + 
[  — Eni^C ^ ^2^2 + u12u3)]%! 
+ + "l2"6^] X 2  
+ [ -Era.(u^^ug + ul2"9)]*3 
+ [-111 ' (u 11' + "12')]"! 




( 2 1 2 )  
-il3 - zmi(uiiui7)]w3 
-znu(ui2u2o + ui2u2l)]^i 
-zmi(uiiu23)]cii 
-zmu(u^^b2 + ^ 1283)] + d-j^ + = 0 
+ uj^5u3)]x2 
-ein^(u^2"4 "•" "i5"6^^^2 
-zm^tu^gu^ + 
-i12 - %m.(uigui2)]wi 
•^22 " ^ ^^("13^ ^  ul5^)]*2 
-i23 - zm. (u^3uj^g) 
-ein^(u^3u^g + ui5u2l)]^i 
~^i"i("l3u22^ ] °i 
-zmu(u^3b^ + u^^bg)] + + t2 = 0 
-zin^(u^gu^ + i-i^yu2)]x^ (213) 
-zmufu^gu^ + ui7u5)]x2 
-zin^(uj^gu7 + u2yug)]x3 
- i l3 -  :mi(ul7ul l) ]" l  
-i23 - :mi(ui6ui3)]w2 
-i33 - zm^fuigz + ui7^)]"3 
-enii(ui6ui9 + ui7u20)]*i 
~^^i^"l6"22 "17^23)]°! 
-2:ini(u^6®l + u17b2)] + d3 + t3 = 0 








































"19*4 + "20^5 + uziugjjxz 




" 1 9 '  +  " 2 0 '  +  " z i Z ) ] ; .  
"19^22 ^20"23^^°'i 
"19®1 "20®2 ^21^3)] 
si - gio)3 - dgsi] = 0 
"22"! "23^2) ^ 
u22u4 + u23u5)]xg 
u22u7 + "23^8)]x3 
"23"ll 
"22^13)]"2 
^22^16 •*" "23^17)^^3 
"22^19 "23^20^ ^ 
"22 "23 
"22®1 ^2382)] 
"i - °io'^ - °«"i> = 
i = 1, ..., N pendulums where, 
d^ = 
12 2 13 3 
+ il2"l"3 + :22"2"3 + l23*3 
~ (^13^1^2 "*" 
^2 (^12^1 ^22*^2 123*3) 
(215) 
( 2 1 6 )  
(217) 
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I l3*l  l23"l^2 133^1^3 
il2*2"3 •*" il3*3^) 
i3 = -'il3"l + 'hi"! •*• i33"3' (z'-s) 
+ ii^w^wg + ' ^X2^2  ^13"2"3 
" ^22"l"2 ^23"l"3^* 
The generalized speeds were chosen in the first formulation 
to coincide with their respective generalized coordinate. This 
choice makes the algebra simpler when obtaining the equation 
match with the Lagrangian approach. Lagrange's equation has no 
counterpart to the concept of generalized speeds and this is 
where the advantage of Kane's method comes about. 
A second set of generalized coordinates which simplifies 
the equations of motion are Euler parameters. Euler's theorem 
states that every change in the relative orientation of two 
rigid bodies or reference frames A and B can be produced by 
means of a simple rotation of B in A. Morton et al.^^ derived 
relations between Euler parameters and Euler angles which are 
useful in that Euler parameters are difficult to interpret 
graphically or physically. 
' Using Euler parameters, which are generalized coordinates, 
the transformation matrix may be written as, 
(219) 
^1 ^11 ^12 ^13 
to
 = 
^21 ^22 ^23 a2 
^3 ^31 ^32 C33 ^3 
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where, 
E = Xsin9/2 ( 2 2 0 )  
£4 = cos0/2 
X =  unit vector along the axis of rotation 
9 = simple rotation angle of B in A 
E . ; 





a. • bj (i, j 
1 - ZlCgZ + =3 
"12 





A 2(:l=2 + =3=4) 
^22 
A 1 - 2(£3^ + E^ 
^23 
A 
2(62:3 - =1:4) 
C31 
A 






1 - 2(E^^ + E2 
( 2 2 1 )  
( 2 2 2 )  
(223) 
( 2 2 4 )  
(225) 
( 2 2 6 )  
(227) 
( 2 2 8 )  






The Euler angle to Euler parameter transformation for the 
3-1-2 body rotation is given by. 
e ^  = cs0 j^sns 2cs0 2 ~ sn0^cs92sn02 (235) 
e2 = cs9j^cs02sn92 """ sn0^sn02cs02 ( 2 3 6 )  
eg = sn0^cs02cs92 + cs02sn92sn92 (237) 
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= csg^csggcsgg ~ sn62sn02sn92• ( 2 3 8 )  
@2 = tan (-C22/C22) 
@2 = sin~^{c22) 
@2 = tan 
The direction cosine to Euler angle transformation is given by, 
/_ \ (239) 
(240) 
(241) 
A very useful property of Euler parameters is the rela­
tionship between Euler parameter rates and the body fixed 
angular rates. This relation is given by, 








2 1 4 3 
- E ,  - E _  - E  - ,  E  
(243 ) 
1 2 3 4' 
The Euler parameter rates have no singular points as do 
Euler angle rates. This eliminates any need to switch to 
another set of Euler angles when a singularity is encountered. 
The remaining equations to describe the system are given by, 




El = [=4*1 - g3u2 + e2w3] 
^2 = [e3w1 + £4(^2 ~ g1w3] 
e3 = ["^2^1 ^1^2 
^4 [-=1*1 - =2*2 ~ e3w3]• 
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Equations 210-215 and 244-247 describe the motion of the 
system and are a system of nonlinear coupled ordinary 
differential equations. These equations must be solved using 
numerical techniques and pose a formidable numerical problem. 
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CHAPTER III. 
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The equations of motion must be solved by numerical methods 
because an analytical solution is not available. Numerical 
methods calculate the solution of the equations of motion at 
discrete points in time. The numerical solution is an 
approximation to the exact solution and will converge to the 
exact solution as the number of discrete points and arithmetic 
precision approaches infinity. A finite number of points will 
cause error in the numerical solution. 
Numerical errors can be lumped into two categories; 
truncation error and roundoff error. Truncation error is the 
error induced by the algorithm used and may be defined as e^ = 
y^ - y(t^), where y^ denotes the number produced by the 
algorithm using infinite precision arithmetic and y(t^) is the 
true solution. Roundoff error is the error induced by finite 
a ~ precision arithmetic and may be defined as r = y -y where y„ 
^  n - ' n - ' n ^ ' n  
is the number calculated. The sum of both of these errors 
results in the total error between the numerical and exact 
solut ions. 
The equations of motion were formulated for numerical 
solution by defining new variables so that the differential 
equations are all first order. State variables chosen are 
given by. 
A • 
y2 = *2 
A • 
^3 = *3 
A 
A 
*5 = "2 
A 
ye = *3 
A • 
yg = *1 
y5 + 2n 
+ 2N = °N 
y7 + 2n ^ 
yg + 2n ^2 
yg + 2N = *3 
A  ^
yio + 2n 1 
yi l  + 2N = ^2 
yi2 + 2N = =3 
yi3 + 2N ^ ^4 
yi4 + 2n ^  
yi5 + 2N = *1 
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^2(6 + 2n) 
A 
^2(6 + 2n) + 1 ~ °n' 
where N is the number of pendulums. 
There are many algorithms available which solve ordinary 
p n 
differential equations. The methods employed in this study 
21 
are referred to as GEAR'S methods. They are also known as 
backward difference methods with the software developed by 
2 2 Hindmarsh. The programs are easy to use and well-documented. 
Local truncation error is an input parameter to the program 
which reduces the time step to control the error. Global or 
accumulated error is not estimated or controlled. Roundoff 
error is generally much smaller than truncation error and can 
be made smaller by using double precision arithmetic on a large 
word length computer. 
The equations of motion were coded for numerical solution 
using GEAR'S method (see Appendix B). Rocket motor thrust and 
2 3 inertia data were curve fitted using cubic splines. A 
comparison of the curve fit with thrust and inertia data is 
shown in Figures 4 and 5. The curve fit enables the program to 
calculate thrust, inertia and inertia derivitives as a function 
of time. The vehicle mass and moments of inertia are both time 
varying as rocket motor propellant is expelled from the vehicle 
during the 85.3 second burn. 
The pendulum configuration used is shown in Figures 6 and 7 




A THRUST FIT 
in 
a 
I. 00 10.00 20. 00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60. 00 70.00 80.00 90. 00 100.00 
TIME(SECONDS) 
Figure 4. Rocket motor thrust data and curve fit 
0 PITCH AND YAM AXIS DATA o 
A PITCH AND YAH AXIS FIT 
+nOLL AXIS DATA 








20.00 30. 00 40.00 I. 00 10. 00 50.00 60.00 70.00 BO. 00 100.00 90. 00 
TIME(SECONDS) 
Figure 5. Main body moments of inertia and curve fit 
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a ^ h 
Figure 6. Pendulum configuration (top view) 
Initial 
Position 
Figure 7. Pendulum configuration (side view) 
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= 5 Ibm (i = 1, 4) 
= 72 inches (i = 1, 4) 
= -18 cs ((|){i - 1)) inches (i = 1, 4) 
= 25 inches 
= 18 sn ((|)(i - 1)) inches (i = 1, 4) 
= Kg = 0 Ib^/radian 
= Dg = 1.75 ft - Ibg - s 
M (initial) = 6402 Ibm 
M (final) = 2000 Ibm 
The pendulum parameters m and L were chosen to represent the 
first mode sloshing frequency.^ The values r^, r2, and r^ 
denote the location of the center of the fuel tanks relative to 
the center of mass of the main body and were estimated. The 
values K , Kg, D and D„ were chosen to enhance the model of CC p Ct p 
the first mode sloshing frequency. Spring constant values, K 
and Kg, were set equal to zero because the fluid is in a 
gravity free environment and the gravitational restoring force 
is absent.^ Damping coefficient values, and Dg, were chosen 
by analyzing a single degree of freedom pendulum and using 
logarithmic decrement data from experiments.^The initial 
and final vehicle masses were taken from rocket motor test 
data. 
Initial conditions on the system were chosen such that the 
spacecraft would be orbiting at an altitude of 200 miles with a 
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period of 1 1/2 hours. The spacecraft orientation was aligned 
with the inertial frame and given a 1 rev/sec roll velocity. 
Pendulum positions were chosen as shewn in Figure 7 because the 
fluid would align in a sense opposite to the longitudinal 
acceleration of the vehicle after spin up and ejection from the 
shuttle. Pendulum relative angular velocities were set equal 
to zero. 
The results of the first simulation, without damping, are 
shown in Figures 8-10. Figure 8 shows the body fixed angular 
rates vs. time which are seen to increase about the roll, 
pitch, and yaw axes. The increase in roll angular velocity can 
be attributed to the decrease in the moment of inertia about 
the roll axis. Momentum is conserved about the roll axis, so 
the roll angular velocity increases as the moment of inertia 
about the roll axis decreases. Perturbations on the roll 
angular velocity are caused by the pendulums which also 
accounts for the increase in the velocities in pitch and yaw. 
The body fixed angular rates show a small amount of increase 
after the PAM burnout at 85.3 seconds and then the system 
vibrates in a steady state. Figure 9 shows the global position 
vs. time and the nonzero azimuth angle indicates the satellite 
would not achieve the proper orbit. Figure 10 shows the energy 
of the main body and pendulums relative to the main body fixed 
reference frame during the simulation. The energy increases 
during the PAM burn because mass is being expelled from the 
8 
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TIME (SECONnSI 
60.00 80.00 100.00 110.00 izo. 00 
Figure 8, Body fixed angular rates vs. time without pendulum damping and with spin-
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TIME(SECONDS) 
Figure 9. Global position vs. time without pendulum damping and with spin-











110.00 120. 00 70.00 90. 00 20.00 30.00 10. 00 _S0. 00 00.00 100.00 10.00 60. 00 
TIME(SECONDS) 
Figure 10. Energy of system vs, time without pendulum damping and with spin-
stabilization about the minor axis 
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system. After PAM burnout, the system is conservative, thus 
the total energy of the system remains constant. The energy 
after PAM burnout can be seen to have a mean value with a small 
fluctuation about the mean. This small fluctuation can be 
attributed to roundoff error which is statistical in nature. 
The results of the second simulation are shown in Figures 
11-15. This simulation was different from the first in that 
damping of the pendulums was included. Figure 11 shows the 
body fixed angular rates vs. time which behave in a similar 
fashion when compared to Figure 8 except that after PAM burnout 
the pitch and yaw rates continue to increase and the roll rate 
decreases, i.e., note the scales. This behavior illustrates 
energy transfer from the roll axis into the pitch and yaw axes. 
The pendulum damping action causes energy to be dissipated 
which in turn decreases the roll rate. A decrease in the roll 
rate then causes the system to be less gyroscopically stiff and 
the pendulum action in turn causes a greater reaction torque to 
be imparted to the main body. The increased reaction torque 
causes the pitch and yaw rates to continue to increase which 
also drives the pendulums more causing the system to be 
unstable. Figure 12 shows the main body location relative to 
the earth and is seen to be similar to the undamped case. 
Figure 13 shows the energy dissipation which is seen to be 
large after PAM burnout. Figures 14 and 15 show the pendulum 
relative position angles. The pendulums are excited by the 
"i 
'wwwwwww\aaa/\/yy\|yy|^ ^^ ^^  
"8 
u3 CTi NJ 
il 
0.00 10.00 30.00 ï^ oo iïTôô ib.ôô A. 00 ib. oo ib, oo iSloo itôToo iio.oo iVô^ ôô i^ .oo iio. oo i^ oo iSo.oo i9F. oo i\o.oo iihe(seconds) 
Figure 11. Body fixed angular rates vs. time with pendulum damping and spin-
stabilization about the minor axis 
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Figure 12. Global position vs. time with pendulum damping and spin-stabilization 
about the minor axis 
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llllE ISECOIinsi 
Figure 13. Energy of the system vs. time with pendulum damping and spin-
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Figure 14. Pendulum relative position angles (a^, g ^ , 6^) vs. time with 
pendulum damping and spin-stabilization about the minor axis 
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Figure 15. Pendulum relative position angles (a^, 
'4' ^4) vs. time with 
pendulum damping and spin—stabilization about the minor axis 
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initial thrust of the rocket motor and then decrease until PAM 
2 5 burnout when large amplitude oscillations occur. Kaplan 
describes unstable behavior of satellite systems with energy 
dissipation by a heuristic approach refered to as the energy 
sink theory. The energy sink theory states that a semirigid 
system, i.e., system with dissipation, is stable only when 
spin-stabilized about the major axis. Various satellite 
systems in the past have shown rapid spin decay and 
reorientation caused by dissipation of various kinds. 
2 6 
Agrawal has also analyzed the stability of spinning space­
craft with liquid filled tanks using Liapunov's method and 
concluded that the motion will be stable if the ratio of the 
spin to transverse moments of inertia is greater than (1 + c), 
where c is a positive definite function of spacecraft 
parameters. 
A verification of the energy dissipation theory was made by 
interchanging the major and minor axis inertias. This allowed 
the vehicle to be spin-stabilized about the major axis and the 
flight simulation conducted. Figures 16-20 show the results of 
the flight simulation with the vehicle spin-stabilized about 
the major axis. Figure 16 shows the body fixed angular rates 
which were perturbed after PAM ignition and burnout but the 
system always returns to the initial state. Figure 17 shows 
the global position and it can be seen that the azimuth angle 
remains zero. Comparison of Figures 9, 12 and 17 shows that 
cti 
00 
60.00 90.00 100.00 
IIHE(SECONDS) ibo.i 110.00 140.00 0^.00 160.00 110.00 
Figure 16. Body fixed angular rates vs. time with pendulum damping and spin-
stabilization about the major axis 
eo. 00 90.00 100.00 no. oo 
t  IHt ISECOIinSI 
Figure 17. Global position vs. time with pendulum damping and spin-stabilization 
about the major axis 
H d 
te. 00 10.00 SO. 00 >. 00 20, 00 30.00 60.00 10.00 00.00 90.00 
TIME (SECONDS) 
130.00 00 160.00 170. 00 
Figure 18. Energy of the systera vs. time with pendulum damping and spin-
stabilization about the major axis 
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Figure 19. Pendulum relative position angles (a^, g 
pendulum damping and spin-stabilization 
1 »  0 n  )  
about the 
vs. time with 
major axis 
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Figure 20 .  Pendulum relative position angles (a ^ ,  ' ^ 4 '  ^ 4 ^  vs. time with 
.pendulum damping and spin-stabilization about the major axis 
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the unstable system alters the flight tragectory of the vehicle 
because of the nonzero azimuth angle growth while the stable 
system remains on the desired course. Figure 18 shows the 
energy of the stable system during the flight and it can be 
seen to remain constant after PAM burnout. Figures 19 and 20 
show the pendulum relative position angles and they can be seen 
to have oscillations after PAM ignition and burnout but the 
response is stable. 
The flight simulation of the spacecraft with sloshing fluid 
stores has been shown to have a stable and unstable mode of 
operation. Stable operation may be produced by using the major 
axis as the spin axis. 
Figure 21 shows flight test data telemetered from onboard 
rate gyros. The pitch and yaw body fixed angular rates have 
approximately equal amplitude and are 90° out of phase, 
indicating a coning behavior. Perturbations are seen on the 
roll axis rate gyro with a slight decrease in magnitude over 
time. If the system were behaving as a single rigid body, then 
conservation of energy would require that there be no 
perturbation at the frequency observed or decay in the roll 
rate. It can be concluded from the telemetered flight data 
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Figure 21. FlighL data--RCA-C^ 
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chapter iv. 
control system analysis 
After obtaining a suitable model for the system, the next 
step is to control the system. Controlling a satellite system 
means maintaining prescribed angular rate and attitude of the 
main body. The system model is highly nonlinear, which 
complicates the control analysis. In many cases, a nonlinear 
system may be linearized and a feedback control law developed 
27 
using linear control theory to control the nonlinear system. 
A feedback control system uses an error signal to drive the 
control, and as long as the system is "somewhere" near its 
operating point (nominal flight condition), the nonlinear 
system will be controlled. Linear control theory was used in 
this study to obtain a control law which, when applied to the 
nonlinear system, brings the system to the desired angular rate 
and attitude. 
The linearized equations are autonomous only if the body 
fixed angular rates are to be controlled, and nonautonomous if 
the attitude is to be controlled while the satellite is spin 
stabilized. Assumptions made to simplify the analysis were, 
1. Gravitational attraction relative to earth is 
neglected, i.e., control interest is with respect to 
the satellite attitude of the main body. 
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2. The rocket motor has burned out and the inertias of the 
main body remain constant. 
3. The mass of the pendulums, therefore the equivalent 
length, does not change as fuel is expelled for 
control. 
4. Two pendulums were used instead of four and only two 
control thrusters to make the implementation of the 
controller less expensive to construct. 
Linear optimal control theory is a well-developed tool for 
approaching modern control problems. The problem to be solved 
in this study is referred to as the Linear Quadratic Tracking 
Problem (LQTP). This consists of minimizing the functional. 
which is the linearized system of the equations of motion. The 
variables in the functional are defined as. 
J = - r(t^) ]'^H(t^) [^(tj) - r{t^)] ( 2 4 8 )  
subject to 
2(t) = A(t)^(t) + B(t)u(t) ( 2 4 9 )  
£(t) = Reference or desired state 
2(t) = State variable vector 
H(t),Q(t) = Positive semidefinite weighting arrays 




u( t A Control variable vector (254) 
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t = Time (255) 
= Initial time (256) 
tg = Final time. (257) 
2 8 Kirk derived the necessary conditions for optimality 
which results in the following equations; 
P(t) = -P(t)A(t) - A^\t)P(t) - 0(t) (258) 
+ P(t)B{t)R"^(t)B^(t)P(t) 
S(t) = -[A^(t) - P(t)B(t)R"l(t)B^(t)]s(t) (259) 
+ Q(t)r(t) 
with boundary conditions, 
P(tg) = H(tg) (260) 
^( tg ) = -H ( tg)_r ( tg ) . (261) 
Equation 258 is known as the matrix Riccati equation. P(t) 
is symmetric and consists of n(n + l)/2 values where n is the 
dimension of the system. S(t) is an n vector. If the 
solutions to equations 258-261 are found, the optimal control 
law is given by, 
u*(t) = -R"^(t)B^(t)P(t)j£(t) - R~^(t)B^(t)s(t) . (262) 
= F(t)^(t) + v(t) 
The optimal control law may be found, by integrating the 
[n(n + l)/2] + n system of equations backward in time and 
storing the values of F(t) and v(t). The control law is linear 




The first step in controlling the system is to linearize 
the equations of motion. This was accomplished by choosing a 
nominal operating point and defining perturbation variables. 
The nominal operating point and perturbation variables are 
given by, 
(263) 
"l = '"lo + 
II pH 3 
''l 






+ 0.3 = 
" 3  
• : 
^1 ^ l o  + ^1 = «1 
. ' a, = 
"n = 
No N 
lo + *1 = ''I 
No °N °N 
lo 
'n ®no ®n 
=1 = °lo + =1 
"^n °no "n* 
where, 
^ = nominal roll velocity 
' denotes unperturbed variable 
o denotes nominal variable 
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(no indicator denotes perturbed variable.) 
The linearized pendulum length components are given by, 
L, = -Lsna csg^ + (Lsna snS^)0 (264) I o o o o 
+ (-lcso^csbQ)a 
L„ = Les» csB + (-Lcsa snB^)6 (265) I o o o o 
+ (-lsna^cs3^)a 
lg  =  ls n g g  +  (l c s b q ) 6 .  ( 2 6 6 )  
The linearized acceleration terms, , B^f are given by, 
B^ = [(r-g + LgjOJwi + [-2(r^ + 1^)0] Wg (267) 
+ [2Lcs60]g + [ (Lsna^snB^)fi^]8 
+ [ (-Lcsa^csS^ ) a 
+ [-(r^ - lsna^css^) 
® 2  ~  [(^ 2  +  +  [(r^ +  lgj o j w g  ( 2 6 8 )  
Bg = [-2(r2 + + [(r2 + (269) 
+ + [2l20]â 
+ [-Lcs8QÎ2^]0 + [-(rg + LsngQ)n2]. 
The linearized partial velocity coefficients are given by, 
u^Q = 0 (270) 
= -(fg + LcsGg) - (Lcs6g)6 (271) 
u,-, = (r- + Lcso cs6 ) + (-Les® sn6 )6 (272) 
LZ Z O O O O 
+ (—lsno^cs^^)® 
"l5 ~ (^3 LcsBg) + (Lcs2^)S (273) 
u24 = 0 (274) 




u ^ g  =  - ( r 2  +  lc s c q c s s ^ )  +  (lc s a ^ s n s ^ )  (276) 
+ (lsna^csb^)a 
= (r^ - lcso^css^) + (lsna^sn6^)6 
+ (-lcsa^css^)» 
"is " ° 
u,Q = Lsnci snB + (Lsna csB^)B 19 o o o o 
+ (Lcsa^sn6^)a 
u2q = -lcsa^sngg + (-lcsa^css^) i 
+ (lsna^sn6^)a 
"21 ~ LcsG^ + (-LsnS^)6 
= -Lcsa_cs6 + (Lcsct sn6 )B 
2 . 2 .  0 0  0 0  
+ (Lsna csS )oe 
O o 
= -Lsna csB^ + (Lsna snB^)B 
2 6  0 0  0 0  
+ (-lcsa^csb^)a 




( 2 8 0 )  
( 2 8 1 )  
( 2 8 2 )  
( 2 8 3 )  
(284) 
The linearized equations of motion were assembled by 
substituting equations 263-284 into equations 210-215 and 
ignoring higher order terms. The linearized system may be 
written as. 
p— — — 
"1 hii hj^2 ^1,3+4N "1 
"2 ^21 ^22 •• ^2,3+4N "2 
"3 • • "'3 
= 




















Z = Coefficient matrix of highest derivative terms (286: 
h = Assembled coefficient matrix of linearized terms (287: 
f = Assembled coeffcient matrix of control force terms(288! 
u = Control variable vector ( 2 8 9  
£ = Assembled steady state linearized forcing term vector. 
( 290) 
The linearized equations of motion were put in the desired 
form by solving for the highest derivatives and are given by, 




A ^ Z~^h (292) 
B = (293) 
C = Z~^£. (294) 
The f matrix was formed by deriving the generalized active 
forces resulting from the reaction jet thrusters. The reaction 
jet thruster configuration used is shown in Figures 22 and 23. 
Generalized active forces for this force system are given by, 
F = -RF^ (295) 
0^1 
F =0 (296) 
"2 
F = -Rpl. (297) 
"3 
The moment arm, R, was given a value of 6 feet. Equations 
1 2 295-296 are linear in the control variables, F -F , and were 
added to the equations of motion. The components of the f 
matrix were identified by inspection. 
The remaining equations of motion, equations 246-247, were 
linearized by formulating the Jacobian matrix. The Jacobian 
matrix is defined as, 
A  
JC^j = (i = 1, ..., 4), (j = 1, ..., 7+4N) (298) 
where the components are given by, 
£4 ^2 
= 2~ ^^12 ^  ~2~ = j-
^3 ^4 ~^1 
^^21 - 2~ ^^22 - ~ ^^23 - 2 
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Figure 23. Reaction jet configuration (side view) 
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JC 31 JC 32 2 jc33 2 
-e. -e. 
JC 41 JC 42 
-e. 
JC 43 
'^^1,4+4n 0 JC 1,5+4N 2 
- H i .  
= 0- JC jcn 1,6+4N 2 ^''1,7+4N 2 
— w .  
JC 2,4+4N JC 2,5+4N 
= 0 JC = T- JC 
—w. 
'^^3,4+4n 2 '^^3,5+4n 2 "^^3,6+4n ° 
2,6+4N " 2 ~  "^^,7+4N ~ 2 
""3,7+4N ~ T 
'4,4+4N 2~ "^^,5+4N " 12^ ""4,6+4N " 2 '^^4,7+4N ^ 
with all other components equal to zero. The augmented set of 
linearized equations are given by. 
JC. 
—w ^ —w 2 — 
~ j 4 n ~ ~ '^^4,6+4n  
1 = A 
JC 
u + C 
0 
The augmented state vector, y, is defined as, 
..1 A 
= w. (299 
*2 = "2 
A 
^ 3  =  " 3  
^4 = «1 
A • 
ys = 
y2+2n = 6 N 
y3+2n = *n 
a g  
y4+2n = 
^5+2n = *1 
^2+4n ^ 
^3+4n ~ *n 
^4+4n ~ 
^5+4n ~ ^2 
V A E 




NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM 
The simulation of the controlled system requires the 
computation of the control law and the nonlinear system 
response. Control law computation was accomplished by solving 
equations 258-262 which required integrating the Riccati 
equation backward in time. The time varying feedback gain 
matrix, F(t), and command vector, V(t), were computed after 
calculating the solution to the Riccati equation. Program 
LINRIZ (see Appendix C) was written to compute the linearized 
system matrices while CONTRL (see Appendix D) calculated the 
feedback gain matrix and command vector. The main program (see 
Appendix E) simulates the nonlinear system response with the 
linear feedback control law applied to it. 
The first simulation controls the body fixed angular rates 
and attitude of the system using the same moments of inertia as 
the flight simulation. A coning state was initiated by 
setting the roll, pitch, and yaw rates equal to 360, 0, and 35 
degrees per second, respectively. The pitch angle (8^) was set 
to zero while the yaw angle (G,,) was given a 15 degree offset. 
Figures 24 ani 25 indicate that the coning motion is suppressed 
and the attitude approaches the desired final orientation of 
simple spin with the pitch and yaw angles equal to zero. 
Figures 26 and 27 show the thrust and command forces required 
to suppress the coning motion. The command forces are zero. 
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Figure 27. Command forces vs. time 
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Figures 28-35 show the feedback gain components of the F matrix 
of equation 262 associated with their respective states. 
Comparison of Figures 28 and 32 reflect the geometry of the 
thruster configuration in that the pitch and yaw gains are 
similar for thrusters 1 and 2. The roll gains are seen to vary 
approximately linearly and approach zero as the end of the 
control interval is approached. Figures 29 and 30 and 33-34 
show the gains associated with the pendulum angular rate and 
position, respectively, and are seen to be identical when the 
states associated with the alpha and beta degrees of freedom 
are compared. The similarity of the gains is a reflection of 
the symmetry in the system geometry. Figures 31 and 35 show 
the feedback gains associated with the Euler parameter states. 
The gains are damped sinusiods with a frequency of one half 
cycle per second. An interesting result of the feedback gain 
computation is that all the gains except those associated with 
the roll and Euler parameter states approach constant values. 
The time varying nature of the gains associated with the roll 
and Euler parameter states is a result of the main body 
rotation about the roll axis. 
The second control simulation consists of an earth pointing 
maneuver in which the rotating body is commanded to reach a 10 
degree pitch angle and a 0 degree yaw angle. Pitch and yaw 
angles are initially zero degrees. Figures 36 and 37 show the 
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Figure 29. Pendulum angular rate gains vs. time for thrunter 1 
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Figure 31. Euler parameter gains vs.. time for thruster 1 
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Figure 32. Body fixed angular rate gains vs. time for thruster 2 
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Figure 35. Eu.ler parameter gains vs. time for thruster 2 
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approached. Figures 38 and 39 show the thrust and command 
forces required to point the system. The command force is seen 
to be sinusoidal with a one cycle per second frequency. All 
feedback gains are the same as the first simulation. 
The first two control simulations assumed that the entire 
state vector could be measured for calculation of the control 
law. Body fixed angular rates and attitude measurement may be 
accomplished using rate gyros and horizon sensors but the 
pendulum positions and angular rates would be difficult or 
impossible to measure. Techniques for estimating the entire 
state vector have been developed with the Kalman-Bucy filter 
being a very popular algorithm, often implemented for 
estimation tasks. A controller which would neither have to 
measure or estimate the pendulum states would be much easier 
and inexpensive to implement. An investigation of the 
sensitivity of the system response to a reduced order 
controller was then made. 
A third simulation was performed with coning initial 
conditions identical to the first coning maneuver, but, in this 
case only the main body fixed angular rates and Euler 
parameters were used as feedback to the control law. The 
system response was virtually identical to the first simulation 
indicating that the control system is not sensitive to the 
pendulum angular rates and positions. 
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Figure 37. Main body angles vs. time with all state variables observable 
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A fourth simulation was made repeating the pointing 
maneuver but again only measurable states were included in the 
control law. The system response showed virtually identical 
behavior to the second simulation again indicating that the 
control system is not sensitive to the pendulum states. 
An assumption which was made in the development of the 
control law was that the pendulum lengths, i.e., fluid levels, 
remain constant. Fluid is expended for control so a check must 
be made as to the sensitivity of pendulum length on the system 
response. A calculation was made of the fuel expended for 
control by computing the total impulse of the thrusters and 
assuming a back pressure on the fluid of 5000 psia.^^ The 
amount of fuel expended for the first simulation was estimated 
at 20% for each of the initially 90% full tanks. Simulations 
for the coning suppression and earth pointing maneuver were 
made using the control law developed for the reduced level 
tanks and applied to the near full tanks. Figures 40-42 and 
43-45 show the responses of the system to the coning suppres­
sion and earth pointing manuevers, respectively. Comparison 
with Figures 24-26 and 36-38 show small differences but the 
final desired system state is still approached. 
The desired system response was achieved by adjusting the 
weighting arrays H, Q, and R in equations 252-254 and the final 
time of the integration interval. There are many combinations 
of the weighting parameters and final times which can shape the 
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desired response. It is a choice for the designer to decide if 
the response is satisfactory. The weighting arrays used in 
this study were chosen as, 
0 = H (300) 
®11 ^ ®33 ^  ®j+4N,j+4N 50000 (j = 4, ..., 7) (301) 
R. j = 0.05 (j = 1, 2) (302) 
and the off diagonal terms were set to zero. Control 
simulations were performed using DVERK for solution of the 
Riccati equation and the nonstiff version of DGEAR for computa-
29 tion of the nonlinear system response. 
The results generated from the simulation of the controlled 
system may be applied to the implementation of an on-board 
control system using either digital or analog electronic 
circuitry. The controller would consist of sensors, a computa­
tional device and reaction jet thrusting hardware. 
A set of rate gyros would be used to measure the body fixed 
angular rates and horizon sensors used to measure the main body 
orientation. The computational device could either be a micro­
computer with D/A (digital to analog) and A/D (analog to 
digital) conversion capability or alternatively an analog 
controller could be implemented consisting of simple analog 
computing elements such as operational amplifiers, adders, and 
integrators. The reaction jet thrusting hardware would be 
based around two bi-directional servovalves with the capability 
of imparting the thrust forces required by the simulation. 
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The rate gyros and horizon sensors would measure the states 
necessary for the reduced order controller to compute the 
required thrust forces. Pendulum angular rate and position 
feedback was shown not to effect the control of the spacecraft 
response appreciably and may be ignored. The signals measured 
would then be processed by the digital or analog controller to 
actuate the servovalves. The servovalves would in turn 
modulate the fluid flow rate from the pressurized tanks. The 




CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study has shown that sloshing fluid stores carried in 
the main rigid body of a spacecraft can be a source of dynamic 
instability. The fluid has been modeled as an equivalent 
spherical pendulum and only the first mode of fluid oscillation 
has been analyzed. 
The major conclusions and recommendations drawn from this 
study are listed as follows: 
1. The dynamic response equations for this complex dynamic 
system were derived using two different methods and are 
presented here. The equations prove to be highly nonlinear 
and are heavily coupled dynamically. 
2. Digital computer programs were developed to solve the 
dynamic response equations and are presented here. The 
resulting numerical flight simulations show similar 
behavior to the telemetered flight data. It is concluded 
that the thrust from the PAM can cause fluid sloshing and 
that sloshing fluid stores can be a source of dynamic 
instability. 
3. The spacecraft analyzed was spin-stabilized about its minor 
axis. If the spacecraft were spun about its major axis, 
numerical simulation shows that the dynamic effect of the 
sloshing fluid stores is dissipated and the coning problem 
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is eliminated. It is recommended that spacecraft carrying 
fluids on board be spun about the major axis. 
4. Numerical control system simulations show that a linear 
optimal feedback control system can effectively control 
this highly nonlinear system. The control system presented 
here uses easily measured state variables (only roll, pitch 
and yaw rates and attitude angles). It is not necessary to 
measure the dynamic state of the fluids. The control 
system developed here can eliminate the coning even though 
the spacecraft is spun about a minor axis. Pointing 
manuevers were also successfully accomplished by this 
control system. 
5. This study outlines a design of a control system which uses 
few control variables and eliminates feedback loops of the 
less effective state variables. The design presented here 
could be implemented with readily available hardware. 
6. A study was completed of the effect of depleating liquid 
fuel on the control system response. The control system 




outline of the lagrangian formulation of the 
equations of motion 
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The Lagrangian formulation was derived by using, 
d aK - 3K = 0^ r=l, 6 + 2N (1) 
dt aq^ 3q^ 
which is the classical Lagrange equation. 
The kinetic energy of the system may be written as, 
K = • I • (2) 2 —g -hi 2 — = — 
N 
+ . Z , m . V . • V 1=1 i-mi -mi 
The velocities ^  and ^  are given by equations 40 and 46. The 
inertia dyadic is given by, 
= " jSi i^l 
The rotational kinetic energy of the main body may be written 
as, 
. I . ^ ^ 
+ 201^0)31^2 + ^2^122 + ^"2"3-^23 "s ^33^ ' 
The total kinetic energy, after simplification, may be written 
as, 
K = |[(M + im^)x^^ + (M + Zm-iXg^ + (M + Zm.jxg^ (5) 
+ 8^ (^11^31 2112^31^32 2^13^31^33 ^22^32 
2^23^32^33 I33C33 
+ zm.fc^cgi + C2C32 + C3C33 - 2(r^ + L^jfrg + 1^2^*^31*^32 
2(irj + l^)(ir2 + lg ) ^21^33 " 2(^2 ^ ^ 3^^32^33^^ 
+ ®2^^^11^®^®3 21 j^jcss^sns3 + i^^sn^e^) 
2 2 
+ Em^fc^cs 6 3 + C3sn 8 ^ - 2(r-^ + Lj^)(r3 + L3 ) cs0 3sn93 ) ) 
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^ 1 1 ^ 3 2 ^ ^ 3  " * "  ^ 3 ^  ~  ^ ^ 3 ^ 3 2 ( ^ 1  " * "  ^ 1 ^  ~  ^ 3 3 ^ 1 1 ^ ^ 2  " * "  ^ 2 ^  
^33^12(^1 ) ) 
xi02 (2zm^ (-0120563 ( r3 + l^ ) + ^ 13^®®3^^2 ^2^ 
ciisn03(r2 + lg) + ci2sn3(ri + l^))) 
Xi02(2Em^(Cn{r2 + Lg ) - c^gfr^ + L^ ) ) ) 
xi3(2zm^(ciiti2l3 - ^ 12^111-3 + =13(^2^11 ~ ^ 1^12^^^ 
x^â( 2Zm. (-ChL2 + 012^2))) 
x^8i(2zm^(-c22c22(r3 + l^) + '^23^31^^2 ^2 ^ 
*^21*^32^^3 ^3^ ~ ^ 23^32^^! "*" ^1^ ~ ^ 33^21^^2 ^2 ^ 
033022(1^1 + l^) ) ) 
x282(2zm^(-022cs93(r3 + l3) + c23cs03(r2 + l2) 
o22sn03(r2 + l2) + c22sn03(ri + l^))) 
X283 ( 2Zmj; (C21 ( r3 + L3 ) - 023(2} + L^ ) ) ) 
X2S{2Zm.(02iti2L3 - C22tiiL3 + ^ 23^^11^2 " ^12^1^^^ 
x20(2zm^(-c21l2 + ^ 22^1))) 
^3®2^^^'^i^~^32'^®®3^^3 ^3^ '^33^®®3^^2 "*" ^2^ 
^31®"®3^^2 """ ^2 ^ *^32®"®3^^1 l^))) 
x3s3 { 2zm^ (c31 (r3 + l3) - <=33(1^1 + ) ) ) 
^3^{2zi^i(03iti2l3 - c32tiil3 + '^33^^2^11 " ^1^12^^^ 
x^â(2zm^(-c32l2 + ^ 32^1)) 
8202(2(0320503 + c32cs03i22 •*" (c33os83 + 0325083)113 
0325083123 + ^ 335083132 + Zm^C-Cri + l2)(r2 + ^ ^)c32cs83 
(r^+li)(r3+l3)(o33os82+o3i5n03)-(r2 + l2)(r3 + ^3)032508^ 
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8-1 $ (2zltl' (c-^i tz-i 1 l')(irg + ln) + cgitinlgfrg lo) 
+ ê^â ( 2zm^ ( 1^3 + lg ) - + l^) 
+ cgglgfrg + l^) + cggl^ct^ + l^))) 
+ + ®"®3^23 + l^)(r2 lgjcsbg 
- (r2 + + l^jsngg))) 
+ §2§ ( 2Zm^ ( t^^cs92L3 ( + Lg ) + t j^j^cs02L2( ^ 2 '"' ^2 ^ 
-t^2cs0 2ltl ( j^2 "*" ^2^~^12®"®3^3(^2 ^"2 ^ ~^11®"® 3^3 ^ ^ 1 "*" l^))) 
+ §2» ( 2Im£ (-cs9 + L^ ) + sn8gL2(r2 + L2) 
+  s n g g l ^ ( +  l ^ ) ) )  
+ 826(2zmu(t^2l3(r3 + ^"3 ^ "^ll'-2 ^ ^ 1 ^1^^^12^l(^l l^))) 
+ ê^â ( 2ziii^ (-l2 ( + l^))) 
+ 3^(zm.((l3t^^)^ + (lgtii)^ + 
+ a^(zm^(l^^ + lgz)) 
+ âê(2zin. (-L2L3tj^2 " ^ 1^3^11^)^ 
where 
c^ = (r-g + lg)^ + (r^ + lj)^ 
c 2  =  ( +  l ^ ) ^  +  ( r ^  +  l g ) ^  
c3 = (r^  + 1^ )2 + (r2 + l^ )^ . (8) 
(7) 
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The next step in formulating the equations of motion using 
the Lagrangian approach is the formulation of the generalized 
force, Q^, associated with the respective virtual displacement. 
This is done by using the principle of virtual work. 
The principle of virtual work may be written as, 
n 
6W = .E, F. • 6 . where, (9) 
1=1 -1 £1 
= Active force or torque (10) 
2 = Position or orientation vector of (11) 
- First variation of £. (12) 
The four force groups are given by, 
Gravitational force 
fc = -*6 + *222 + x323 (13) 
+ x2^ + xg^] [x^^ + x2^ + 
= -kg xiai + xga; + xga. 
+ x;: + xjz]:/: 
ê " ^ 1-1 "*• 2^-2 3^-3 (14) 
ô£ = dx^a^ + 6X2^,2 6X32.3 (15) 
6w = sp = -kg [x^5xj^+x2'5x2+x25x2] (16) 
[xi^ + x2^ + xg^] 
= ox + ox **2 + 0% 6x3 
% = -kg=1 '171 
[xi^ + x2^ + xgz]3/2 
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o x ,  =  - k g x 2  
[x/ - + x3^,v2 
0x3 = -KG*3 
[x^2 + + xgz]3/2 
Thrust force 
ft = flai + 2^^ 2 + 3^^ 3 
P = i^â.1 • t Xgaj + *3^ 3 





+ (^31^1 + *=32-2 + 033,^ 3) 6X3 
6W = It ' ^2 
= (FiCii + f2Cl2 + F3C13)6x1 
+ (^1^12 ^2^22 + ^3^23)4*2 
+ (F1C31 + ^ 2^32 + ^3^33)^*3 
= oxisxi + 0x24x2 + 0x3**3 
0%^ " ^i'^ll ^2^12 ^3^13 
0%, " ^ 1^21 + ^ 2^22 f3c23 
Ox3 ^1^31 ^2^32 + F3C33 
Thrust torque 
I 
2 = gifa + 02^1 ^ ®3^2 
=01 (cg^bi + 032^2 + cgjbj) 
+ bgccsggbl + snggb^) 
122 
+ ^ 3^2 
ô£ = (cgibi + c32b2 + =3353)66^ 
+ (058362 + snggb^jggg 
+ 68362 
5 W  =  •  Ô 2  
= (03^72 + c32t2 + ^33^3)661 
+ (cs93tj^ + 500313)002 
+ t2683 
= og^68i + 082682 + 083683 
^9^ " ^ 31^1 ^32^2 c33t3 
ninl 





5prinq and damper torques 
-'Kg'G - »o)^ + DgSitiibi 
QQ 
CQ 1 
- »o'^ + DB®''I2^2 
- (K (a 
ce - «0'^ + D.âlb] 
2, ~ ^ 3^ •*• 
= ^^ 11^ 1 ^^ 12-2 "-3 
62 = ^11^1^^ + ^12-2^® + ^ 36» 
ÔW = • Ô£ 
= -(kg(8 - 6^)3 + dgs)ô6 
- (k^{a - oq)^ + d^â)6a 
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Og - -(Kg(a - + Dgg) (37) 
Q = -(K (a — a )^ + D a). (38) 
a a o a 
The coordinates x^, Xg, , 0^, 8 2, Gg, a, and B are 
independent of each other, and is the reason the differentials 
may be written as they were. 
The generalized forces may be assembled and written as, 
fx^ = -kqxJ_ + + c^2^2 ^13^3 (^9) 
x^g  ^"^ 6*2 2^1^ 1 2^2^ 2 2^3^ 3 
[xi^ + x^^ + x2?]3/2 
^x^ ~ KgXg + ^ 31^1 ^32^2 C33F3 (41) 
Fg^ = Cg^Ti + C32T2 + C33T3 (42) 
Fg = csOgT^ + sne^Tg (43) 
F^ = T_ (44) 
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F  g  =  - ( K g ( g  -  S q ) ^  +  D g g )  ( 4 5 )  
F = -(K (a - a )^ + Da). (46) CX (X O u 
The equations of motion were formulated by applying 
equation 1 to equations 5 and 39-46. After algebraic 
manipulation the Lagrangian and Kaneian formulations were 
consistent, giving a term for term match. 
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APPENDIX B. 
PROGRAM OF THE NUMERICAL SIMULATION 
OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
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1KSPJiGA(8) ,XSPHGB(8) ,DAHPA(8) .DAMPS (8) .ALPHO (8) .BBTAO (8) , 
1ALPH{8) ,BETA (8) .ALPHDT (8) ,BETADT(8) .HI (8) ,H2 (8) .33 (8) ,1(8) ,M (8) 
DIMEHSIOX TMDATA(65), 
170 ATA (6*) ,8? (53) ,Cr(6a),DF (53) ,TIDATA (ia) .111 DAT (11) . 
in 2D AT (14) ,n3DAT(1tt) ,I22DAT(1<1) ,I23DAT(1tt) ,I33DAT (Itt) ,3111 (9) . 
ICin (10) ,Dm (9) ,3112(9) ,CI12 (10) ,DI12(9) .8113(9) .0113(10) , 
10113(9) ,3122 (9) ,CI22 (10) ,0122 (9) ,3123 (9) ,CI23(10) ,DI23 (9) , 
1BI33 (9) .CI33(10) ,DI33 (9) 
DIMEKIOH TTBC (9500) ,H17EC (9500) , H27BC (9500) ,H37EC{9500) . 




DIHEBSIOH XHBCT (3),ZSPHCX(3),7RECT(3) ,7SPHC1(3) 
COHHOB/BLX1/TMDATA,fDATA.BF,Cr,DT.TIDATA,111 DAT,H 2DAT, 
1113DAT,122DAT,I23DAT,133BAT,BI11,CI11,DI11,BIT 2.CIl2,DII2,3113. 
1CX13,DI13,SI22,CI22,DI22,SI23,CI23,DI23.SI33,CI33,DI33 
COMMOM/BIK3/T7EC, HI72C,H272C,H37EC,H7EC,TH7EC,PHI72C,2HG7 2C, 
1P72CA1,P72CA2,P72CA3,P72CA0,P72CB1,P72CB2,P72CS3,P72C3tt, 
1TH172C,TH27EC,TH372C 
COHHOH/BIM/HI r ,H2f , a3y,PI ,HGHT,HP25D ,TBHOOT ,HB!t00T, H8IKTL , 
1HBIHAT,GC,1CC,rC0SB1 ,yC0SB2 ,rC0SB3 ,113IH ,HP2H , HP2ÎTT2 ,HPTS, »2QS 
C0HM0H/BLK5/S2AHTH,rTPHIl,DGPHD,IC3T,HP2H2 





DO 5 J=1,8 
K=7# (J-1 ) 
READ (5,1) (TMDATA (I+K) ,1=1,7) 
HRIT2(6,1)(TMDATA(I+K),1=1,7) 
5 C0HTIH02 
1 FORMAT (7F9.2) 
127 
DO 10 J=1,8 
K=7* (J-1 ) 
H2AD (5,1) (rDATA(I+K) ,1=1,7) 
SR1TI(6,1)(fDATA(I+K),1=1,7) 
10 COHTIHOE 
DO 15 J=1^2 
K=7«(J-1) 
READ (5,1) (TIDATA(I+K) ,1=1,7) 
WRITE(6,1)(TIDATA(I+K),1=1,7) 
15 COHTmOB 
DO 20 J=1,2 
5=7»» (J-1) 
READ (5,1) (inOAT (I-»K) ,1=1,7) 
WRITE(6,1) (mDAT(I+K) ,1=1,7) 
20 œBTISOE 
DO 25 J=1,2 
K=7« (J-1 ) 
HEAD (5,1) (I22DAT(I+S) ,1=1,7) 
WRITE (6,1) (I22DAT(I+K) ,1=1,7) 
25 COHTIHOE 
HEAD (5,11) (ALPHO (I) ,1=1,8) 
WRITE(6,11) (AlPHO (I) ,1=1,8) 
11 rOHHAT(879.2) 
HEAD (5 ,12) (BBTAO(I) ,1=1,8) 
WRITE (6,12) (BETAO(I) ,1=1,8) 
12 rORHAT(8 79.2) 
READ (5,1 3) LPBSD,RPBB0,PEHHGT,HPEHD,lCSPHGH,DAHPCy,HPE5 
WRITE (6,13) LPEIID ,HPBaD,PEBHGT,HPBHD ,KSPÎIGR ,DAHPCr, HPBÎI 
13 rORHAT(679.2,19) 
READ (5,1 a) HBIllTL,HBHOOT,I13IH,niSCl,I22SCl 
WRITE(6,1*) HBIHTL.HBHOOT,I13IS,I11SCI,I22SC1 
ia fORHAT (5F9.2) 
HEAD (5,16) 11TTD,0EBPER,W1 ,W2,H3 
WRITr(6,16) ALTTD,ORBPER,H1,W2,W3 
16 70RHAT (579.2) 
READ (5,17) THRSTE,ALPHT 
WRIT: (6,17) THRSTE,ALPHT 
17 70RHAT(279.2) 
HEAD (5,18) T0L,THSTEP,TIHIT1,T7I1IAL,HETH,HIT2R 



















HB!iaiT= (HBIHTL-BBHOOT) /TBHOOT 
HB1HTH=3 963.DO «TTPHIL 
iORBIT=2.DO#PI»(1.00/(ORBPE3«3600.DO)) 
XSPRCI (1 )=ALTTD«PTPHIL+RZiHTH 
TSPRCL (1)=0,DO 























C IHITIALIZIHG ARRAYS 
C 
1(1)=11DT 
T (2) =X2DT 
T{3)=X3DT 
T (») =W1 
T{5)=H2 
T(6)=»3 
T (7+BPB1IT2) =X1 
T(8^!IPBHT2) =X2 


















I (KPS) =BETAO (I) 
T(XPS+1>=A1PH0(I) 
KSPIGL(I)=XSPRGE 
KSPHGB (1) =ICSPHGA (I) 
OÂHPA(D =DAHPCY 
DAflPB (I) =OAHPA (17 
ai (1) =-apsHD«ocos (ORWAT (j) «ABG) 
B2 (1Î=PEHHGT 









C G2HEH1TIIIG CUBIC SPLISE flT OF I52RTIAL PROPERTIES 
C 
DO 35 I=T,HPTS 
m DAT (I ) =111D AT (I) *GC*n 1 SCI 
35 I22DAT (I)=I22DAT (I)«GC«I22 SCI 
mDT0=-ia.400«GC 
niDTX=-18.1D0#GC 





C S0L7IHG 2QnATI0HS 07 MOTION USISG DGEAR 
C 





21 CALL DGEAH(llSTAT2,rCT,rCTJ.TIHE,HST2P,T,THEHD,T0L.Î!ETH,HIT2R, 
IIHDEX.IÏK.IIK.IEH) 
130 





22 ly (IEa.EQ.132)»HITS(6,3) 
3 rOSHAT (•IHTEGHATIOII HAIT (BHHOH TEST yAILED) •) 
ly (1EB.EQ.133) iHIT2 (6,0) 
« yOSHAT('INTEGRATION HAIT (CORRECTOR C0B7ESGAHCE TAILED) ') 
ly (1ER.EQ.13») WRITE (6,6) 
6 yORHATCIHTEGHATIOH HAIT (ERROR OR TOL. TEST yAIlEC) ») 
ly (1ER.EQ.135)BRITS(6,7) 
7 yORMAT('INCORRECT INPOT PARAMETER') 
rr (IZ2.Eq.136)»RITZ(6,8) 
8 yORHATCIEHD IS NOT BE TOND %') 
ly (I NO EI. EQ . T ) u HIT2 ( 6 , 9) 
9 yORHAT('INDEX EQUALS 1') 
23 COKTINDE 
C 





SOBHOOTINE GRAy (ICNT) 
DIHENSIOH TTEC (9500),?17EC (9500),B27EC(9500),H37EC(9500) , 
IRTEC (9500),THTEC (9500) ,PHITEC (9500),B5GVEC(9500), 
1P7ECA1 (9500),P7ECA2(9500),P7ECA3(9500),P7ECA« (9500) , 
1P7ECB1 (9500),P7ZCB2 (9500),P7ECB3(9500),P7ECBa(9500) , 
1TH17EC(9500),TH27EC (9500) ,TH37EC(9500) 
C0HH0N/BLK3/T7EC,H1TEC,i27EC,H37EC,R7EC,TH7EC,PHI7EC,ENG7EC, 
1PVECA1,?V2CA2,P7ECA3.P7SCA1,P7EC31,P7EC32,P72C33,?73C3«, 





CALL PLOTS (0,0,31) 
C 
C PLOTTING BOOT yiTEO HATES 75 TINE 
C 
CALL ORIGIN(BORDER,BORDER,0) 
CALL SCALE (T7EC,GRyLGH,ICNT,7) 
CALL AXIS (0.0,0.0,7 3HTIHE(SECONDS),-73,GRyLGN,0.0,T7SC(ICST*7) , 
7T7EC (ICNT*2)) 
TO RGIN =B ORDER-» SPACE 
CALL ORIGIN(BORDER,TORGIN,0) 
CALL SCALE (W27EC,GayHGT,ICNT,7) 





CALX OBIGXH (BOBOER.TORGXN.O) 
CALL SCAL2{B37EC,GRrHGT,ICllT,1) 
CAii AXIS (0.0,0.0,1ilHPXTCH (DBG/SEC) ,7a,GHrHGT,90.0,S37EC (ICHT + 1 
1),»37BC(ICHT+2)) 
CALL LXIIB{T7EC.H372C,IC5T,1,0,2) 
T0RGIH=B0RDBS+2 .0=SGRrHGT*3 .0«SPAC2 
CALL ORIGXH (BORDER.TORGXH.O) 
CALL SCALE (H17BC,GRrHGT,ICIIT,1) 





C PLOTTING ORBITAL POSITION 7S TIHE 
C 
CALL ORIGIl (XBOROR.BOROER.O) 
CALL SCALE(T7EC,GRFLG*,XCaT,T) 
CALL AXIS{0.0,0.0,T3HTII!E(SBCOHDS) ,-Î 3.GRriGS,0.0,T7EC (ICST+1) , 
1T7EC(ICHT»2)) 
TO RCIH =8 ORD BR* SPACE 
CALL ORIGXH(XBORDR.TORGXH.O) 
CALL SCALE(R7BC,GRTHGT,ICHT,T) 
CALL AXIS(0.0,0.0,10HALT(HILBS)0.GRFHGT,90.0,H7EC (IC5T+1) 
1,R7EC(ICHT+2)) 
CALL LIHB {T7EC,B7EC,ICIIT,1 ,0,2) 
TORGIH=BORDEH*GarHGT+2.0=»SPACE 
CALL ORIGIH (IBOHDR,TORGIH,0) 
CALL SCALE(TB7ZC,GRTHGT,ICHT,1) 
CALL AXIS (0.0,0.0,16H0HBITAL AHG(DBG),T6,GSRHGT.90.0,TH7BC(ICS7 
1*1) ,TH7EC{ICHT*2)) 
CALL LIHE (T7EC ,IS7BC ,ICHT, 1,0,2) 
T0RGIH=B0RDEH*2 .0«SR7HGT*3.0«SPAC2 
CALL ORIGIH (XBOR0R,TORGXH,0) 
PHI7BC (ICHT*1) =-2.0 
PHI7BC (ICHT+2) =2.0 
CALL AXIS (0.0,0.0,ISHASaOTH AHG (DBG) ,1S,GR7HGT,9.0. 0 , 
1PHI7EC (ICÎIT+1) ,PHI7BC (ICHT+2)) 
CALL LIHE {T7BC,PHI7BC,ICHT,1,0,2) 
XBORDR=XBORDR+20.0 
C 




CALL SCALE (T7BC .GRFLGH,ICHT,1) 





CILL AXIS (0.0,0.0,iaHSIt2SGT (1BH-PT2/S2) ,18 ,GHrHGT,90.0, 
1BHGVEC(ICat+l),EHG7BC{ICHT+2)) 
CALL LIBE (TVBC,EHG7EC,IC3IT,1 ,0,2) 
C 






CALL AXIS (0.0,0.0,13HTIHE (SECOHDS) ,-13 ,GHyLG!l,0.0,T7EC (ICST*1 ) , 
1T7EC (ICHT+2)) 
rOBGZK=SOBOEB 
CALL OBIGIB (ZBOBSa.TORGIB.O) 
CALL SCALr{PTBCB1,GRfHGT,ICaT,1) 
CALL AXIS (0.0,0.0,8HBT1 (DBG),8,GBTBGT,90.0,P7ECS7(IC5T+1) 
1 ,PTBC31 (ICIIT+2) ) 
CALL LIHE (T7BC,P7BC81,ICHT,1.0,2J 
I0aGIH=B0HDEB+GBrHGT-»SPAC2 
CALL OBIGIB (XBOaOB,TOaGIH.O) 
CALL SCAL2(PT2CA1,GarHGT,ICHT,1) 
CALL AXIS (0.0,0.0,8HAL1 (DEC),8.GarHGT,90.0,P7ECA1(ICHT 
1+1),P7BCA1(ICST+2)) 
CALL LIHE (TTEC,P72CA1,ICÏT,1,0,2) 
TO BGIH=B OBDEB-» 2.0* (G Sf BGT-» SP AC2) 






CALL OBIGXB (XBOBOa,TOaGIB.O) 
CALL SCAL2(PT2CA2,GarHGT,ICST,1) 
CALL AXIS (0.0,0.0,8HAL2(DEG),8,GarHGT,90.0,PTBCA2(ICHT+1) , 
1P7ECA2 (ICBT+2) ) 
CALL LIHE (TTEC,PTECA2,ICHT,1,0,2) 
IB OBDB =XBOaO B-» 20 . 0 
CALL oaiGiB(XBoaoa,BoaDEB,o) 





CALL SCALE (P7ECB3,GRyHGT,ICBT,1) 
CALL AXIS (0.0,0.0,8aBT3(DEG) ,8 ,GR7HGT,90.0 ,P7ECB3(ICNT+1) 
1,P7EC33(ICBT+2)) 
CALL LINE (T7EC,P7ECB3,ICHT,1 ,0,2) 
T0RGIN=B0RDER->GRrHGT*SPAC2 
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BSD 
S0BR00TI5H 7C7 (HSTITE,TIHB,T.DEHT) 
IMPLICIT HBiL'8 (l-Z) 
IHTBGBH I,J,K,ICaT,JC»T,KC!IT,HPB!I,!ISTATB,HPBHT2,HPTS,XPLnS1 , 
7 HBQS.IBS,IJOB.ICHHG,ISÏTCH,KPS,KHT 
DIHBHSIOH T(«»5) .DEBT (55) ,27BC (990) ,2 (22,22) ,HHS(22) ,0(20,8) , 
1B(3,8) ,DET(2n2) ,ICHHG (88) ,SKAHE1 (2068) ,IMK (88) . 
IKSPHGA (8) ,XSPHG8 (8),D1HP1(8),D1HPB{8),ALPHO (8),B2TA0 (8), 
lALPH (8), BET A (8) ,ALPHDT (8) , BBTADT (8) ,RT (8) ,H2(8) ,R3(8) ,L(8) ,B (8) 
DIHBHSIOH THDATA (6«), 
lrOATA(6«) ,Br (S3) ,Cr(6tt) ,Dr  (S3) ,TIDATA (TO) ,mDAT (Ift) ,  
1 n2DAr n«),n3DAT{7«) ,I22DJT(7a) ,I23DAT(1*) ,I33DAT(10) ,3111 (9) , 
ICin (10) ,DI11 (9),BI12(9) ,CI12(10) ,DI12 (9) ,BI13 (9) ,CI13 (10) , 
1DI13(9),BI22 (9) ,CI22(10) ,0122(9) ,3123(9) ,CI23 (10) ,0123(9) , 
1BI33 (9) , CI33 (10) ,0133(9) 









C CALCULATlOH OT STAR «8 HOTOR THROST AHO IHERTIA 7ALDES 
C 
















21 CALL OCOBIC(TIHE,FTHRST,FTHOT,THDATA,rOATA,BF,Cr,DF) 
C 
C CALC0LATIHG IHTERTIA 7ALOES 
C 












22 17 (ISHTCH.ZQ.IJGOTO 999 
IHlTIiLIZIHG 2 AHRAT AHD HHS ?BCT0R 
DO 5 1=1,HZQS 
BHS(Z; =0.D0 
DO S J=I,HZQS 
5 2(1,J) =0.DO 
KG=KC»HBODT 






XI =T (7*11 PZM2) 
X2=I (8-»!IPEHT2) 
X3=Y (9+IIPEHT2) 
DO 10 1=1 ,!IPZ!I 
K=2«a-1) 
BETA (%)=Y(1 «•1IPSHT2+K) 
BETADT (I)=T (7+K) 
ALPS (IJ (15-»SP25r2-»K) 
10 ALPHDT(I)=T(8+K) 
TSAISrORHATIOH HATSICSS 
21 = Y (10+HP2ST2J 
22=I(11*1IP2HT2) 












C11 =1. DO-2. DO# (22SQR +23SQR) 
CI 2=2.D0= (2122-2320) 
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C BODY rilZD HICnUlH RATES (HUH (I)) 
c 










C CALCTIIATISG PBHDOiaH PCSITIOB AND 125GTH ZS B BASIS 
C 
11=1. (I) «T21 
12=L (I) «T22 
L3=t(I)«T23 
H1L1=R1 (I)+1.1 
R212=82 (I) *1.2 
R313=R3(I)+13 
C 


















C ASSEHBIIIIG PEHDOLOH COBTRIBOTIOHS TO EQOATIOHS OF MOTION 
C 
B(1,1) =13#(-ALPHDT (I)*B1+BZTADT(I)-(T12DT+T11-B3))-
1L2«BETADT (I) # (-T11 *B2+T12#B1 ) +B1B2*R2 (I)-SI (I) = {B2SQR+B3SQR) +B1H3-
1H3 (I) +B1 B2H'»I2-I,1« (B2HSQR+B3HSQR) •H1B3H=ïl3 
B (2,1) =L1*BETADT (I) # (-T11«B2+T1 2=B1) -L3=> (BETADT (I) 
1 « (T11DT-T12«H3) •ALPHDT (I) #B2) +B2B3*R3 (I) -R2 (I)=S {W3SQR+B1SQR) • 




1-âIiPHDT(I)*H7>BETADT {!)» (Tl2DT-»T11»W3) )•HTS3=»R1 (I)-a3 (I) 
1«(B1SQH>?2SQR) 
T>B2B3«H2 (D +B1M3H«U -L3*(B1HSQR+Ï2HSQR)•W2S3HeL2 
K=5+2«T 
XPiOSI=K +1 
Z (1.1) =2 (1,1)-H (I) 
Z (1 .4) =2 (1 .4) -H (I) «(02«0 (11 ,1) >a3«a (12 ,1) ) 
z (1,5) =2 (1,5)-a (I)«(tI13O(13,I)-»03«O (15,1)) 
2(1,6) =2 (1,6)-a (I)«(ni=»0(16,I)-»02'»U(17,I)) 
2 (1 ,X) =-B (1) *(01«0 (1 9,1) •02«U (20,1) •03»0 (21 ,1) ) 
2 (1 ,XP10S1) =-a (I)*(01*0(22 ,1) •02«0 (23,1) ) 
HHS (••) =EHS(1) -a (1)«(01<B (1 ,1) •02«B (2,1) +03*B (3,1)) 
2(2,2) =2 (1,1) 
2 (2,*) =2 (2,a) -a (I)«(05 30 (11 ,1) -»0630 (12.1) ) 
2(2,5) =2 (2,5)-a (D*(0*30 (13,1) *0630 (15,1)) 
2 (2 , 6) =2 (2 , 6 ) -a (I) « ( 0» «0 (1 6 ,1) •OS^O (17 ,1) ) 
2(2,%) =-a (1)3(0*30 (19,1)+05*0 (20,1) •»06«0(21 ,1)) 
2 (2 ,XPI.0S1) =-a (1) 3 (0*30 (22 ,1) +0530 (23 ,1) ) 
HHS (2) =HHS (2) -a (1) 3 (0*3B (1 ,1) +053B (2,1) *063S (3,1) ) 
2(3,3) =2 (1,1) 
2 (3 ,*) =2 (3 , *) -B (I) 3 (oa«0 (11 ,1) *0930 (12,1)) 
2(3,5) =2 (3,5) -a (I) 3(0730 (13,1) *09*0 (15,1)) 
2(3,6) =2 (3,6)-B (I)3(0730 (1 6 ,1) *0830 (17,1) ) 
2 (3,K) =-a (I) 3 (07#0 (19,1) *0830 (20,1) *09#0 (21 ,1) ) 
2 (3 ,XPL0S1) =-a (D 3 (0730 (22,1) *0830 (23 ,1) ) 
RHS (3) =RHS (3) -B (I) 3 (073B (1 ,1) *083B (2,1) *0938 (3,1)) 
2(*,*)=2 (*,*) -B (1)3(0(11 ,1) 3«2*0(12,1)3«2) 
2(«,5) =2 (*,5)-a (1)3(0(12.1)30 (15,1)) 
2(*,6)=2 (8,6)-a (1)3(0(11,1) 30 (17,1)) 
2 (*,S) =-a (1)3(0(11,1) 30 (20 ,1) *0 (12 ,1) 30 (21 ,1) ) 
2(*,XPL0S1)=-a(I)3(0 (11,1)30(23,1)) 
HHS (*) =RHS(*)-a (1)3(0(11,1) 30 (2,1) *0(12,1) 38 (3,1)) 
2 (5,5) =2 (5,5)-a (1)3(0(13,1)3*2*0(15,1)3*2) 
2 (5,6) =2 (5,6)-a (1)3(0 (13,1) 30(16,1)) 
2 (5 , K) =-a (I) 3 (0 (1 3 ,1) 30 (19 ,1) *0 (1 « , I) 30 (20 , I) *0 (15 ,1) 30 (21 ,1) ) 
2(5,KPI.nS1)=-a (1)3(0 (13,1) 30 (22,1)) 
RHS (5) =RHS(5)-a (1)3(0(13,1)33 (1,1) *0(15,1)38(3,1)) 
2(6,6)=2 (6,5)-B (1)3(0 (16,1) 3«2+a (17,1)3=82) 
2(6,K)=-B(I)3(0 (16,1)30(19,1) *0(17,1)30 (20,1)) 
Z (6.KPL0S1) =-a (1)3(0 (1 6,1) 30 (22 ,1) *0 (17,1)3O (23,1) ) 
RHS (6) =RHS (6)-B (1)3(0 (16,1) 3B (1 ,1) *0 (17,1) 3B (2,1) ) 
2 (K,K) =-B (1)3(0 (19,1) 332*0 (20,1)3*2*0 (21 ,1) 3*2) 
RHS (K) =-a (I) 3(0(19,1) 35 (1 ,1) *0 (20 ,1) *8 (2,1) *0 (21 ,1) 38(3,1)) 
2(KPL0S1,KP10S1)=-B (1) 3(0(22,1)3*2*0(23.1)*32) 
RHS (KPLOSl) =-B (I) 3 (0 (22,1) 3B (1 ,1) *0 (23,1) 3B (2,1) ) 
C 
C RIGHT HAHD SIDE ADDITION OT GEÎIESALIZED ACTI72 FORCES ?0R ALPHA 
C AHD BETA 
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c 
BZTJICB= (BETA (I) -BBTAO (I) ) a«3 
1LPHCB= (ALPS (I) -ALPHO (I) ) «3 
UAOCB=KSPHGA (I) «A1PHCB 
KBB0C8=KSPHCB(I)«BSTACB 




RHS (K) =- (BBS (K) -BSOH) 
SHS (SPL0S1)=-(HHS (KPLOSI)-ASOH) 
15 C0HTIH02 
C 
C SIGHT HAHD SIDE ADDITIOH Of IHEHTIA rORCES FHOH HAI5 30DT 
C 
RHS (4) =RH5(l*)*D1 
RHS (5) =aHS (5)-»02 
RHS (6) =RHS(6) *D3 
C 
C RIGHT HIHO SIDE ADDITION Of GEHERALIZED ACTIVE rORCES.rSOH 
C HUH BODY PLOS PRETIOOS IHERTIA 70RCES. 
C 
rt=fTHRST«rCOSB1 





RSQR32= (n##2*I2*#2+%3«»2) «1 .5D0 
RHS (1) =- (RHS (1) *( (-KG*n/RSQR32)*n*U1*F2*02*r3#03) «GC) 
RHS (2) =- (RHS (2) • ( (-SG«X2/HSQH32) ••n«0a-fr2«D5+r3=>U6) *GC) 
RHS (3) =- (RES (3) • ( (-KG*Z3/RSQS32) •f1«tJ7-»»2=»O0+P3#O9) *GC) 
RHS (HJ =- (RHS (tt) •T1«GC) 
RHS (5) =- (RHS (5) •T2«GC) 
RHS (6) =- (RHS (6) •T3=>GC) 
C 
C CALCDLATIBG REHIIHIHG RIGHT HAHD SIDE TERMS 
C 
DERI (7+IIPEST2) =11DT 
DERT (8+NPEHT2) =I2DT 
DERI (9+ÎIPEHT2) =X3DT 
DBRT (10>SPB1IT2)=0.5DO« (E*#?T-E3*W2*B2%M3) 
DBRT(n*HPEllT2) =O.SDO=» (E3«W1 •E0»a2-E1-W3) 
DBRT (1 2* HPBST2) =0 .5D0=> (-22*W1 +E1*M2*E5-W3) 
DBRT (1 3*NPEHT2) =0.500# (-B1-Ï1-22=SH2-E3=SW3) 






C CiLCniATIOH or IZTT HAHD SIDE TEBHS 
C 
2(7,1) =2 (1,1)-HB0DT 
2(2,2) =2(2,2)-HBODY 
2(3,3)=2 (3,3)-HB0DT 
2 (a,a) =2 {a,«)-m 
2(a,5) =2(*,5)-112 
2{tt,6)=2 («,6) -113 
2(5 ,5) =2 (5,5) -122 
2 (5,6) =2 (5,6)-123 
2(6,6) =2 (6,6)-I33 
C 
C S0L7IHG SISniTABBCCS lISBaH EQOATIOSS (2DEST=RHS) FOK DEHT 
C 
JCIT=0 
DO 25 J=1,HEQS 
DO 25 1=1,J 
JCST=jaiT*1 
25 27EC(JCST;=2 (I,J) 
IJ0B«0 
cm LEQ2S(2TBC.5EQS,HHS,1 ,22,IJOB,IÏK,HKAREA,IEH) 
ir(IEE.EQ.730) WRITE (6, Î) 
1 FORMÂT (1%,'HATRII 2 IS 111-CONDITIONED') 
IT (1ER.EQ.129)WRITE(6,2) 
2 rORHJlT(1X,»^ IS SmCOLiH*) 
DO 30 I=1,HEQS 
30 DERI (I) =HHS (I) 
999 RETURH 
BHD 
SOBROOTIWE RTPIT2 (XSPHC1,XHECT,7SPRC1,7HECT) 
IHPIICIT RE1L»8 (l-a,0-2) 
DIHEHSIOH XSPRCI (1) ,X2ECT(1) ,7SPHC1 (1 ) ,7RECT (1) 
CSTH=OCOS (XSPRCi (2)) 
SHTH=DSIB (XSPRCI (2) ) 
CSPHI=OCOS (XSPHCL (3) ) 










XHECT(I) =rSPRCL (1)^711 
XRECT (2) =XSPHCL (1)*712 
XRECT(3) =rSPRCL (1)#713 
7R=7SPRC1 (1 ) 
7Ta=-ZSPECl(1)-7SPHCL(2)«CSPHI 
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TPHI=XSPHC1 (1) «VSPRCL ( 3) 







DIHEBSIOS XSPRCL(I) ,XRECT(1) ,7SPRCL (1 ) ,7HBCT (1) 
XSPHCL (1 ) = (XHECT (1 ) *»2 +XRECT (2) =»2*XHECT (3) »2J **0 .500 
XSPHCL (2) =DlTiH2 (XHECT (2J , XHECT (1) ) 
HAHG= (XHECT (1) ««2+XBECT (2) ##2) ««0 .5D0 
XSPHCL(3)=BiTAB2{XR2CT (3},HAHG} 













7SPHCL (1 ) =711*XHECT (1) *712#XHECT (2) +713=XRECT (3) 
7SPRCL (2) =- (71 2«XHECT (1) +722*X2ECT (2) •723=»IBECT (3) ) J (XSPHCL (1) * 
1CSPHI) 





DIHEHSIOS r{1) ,X(1) ,B(1) ,C(1) .0(1) .ALPHA (60) .EL(60) .0(60) .2 (60) 
>H1=H-1 
ALPHA (1) =3.00# (r (2) -7 (1) ) / (X (2) -X (1) ) -3.D0=rPX0 
ALPHA (H) =3.D0*?PXN-3 .D0*(? (H) -f (B-l) ) / (X (5) -X (N-1) ) 
00 «0 1=2,5B1 
ALPHA (I) = (T (1+1 ) » (I (I) -X (1-1)) -? (I) « (X (1+1) -X (1-1 ) ) +F (1-1 ) = (X( I+1 )  






00 50 1=2,HB1 
EL (I) =2 . DO* (X (1+1 ) -X (I -1 ) ) - (X (I) -X (1-1 ) ) ( 1-1 ) 
0 (I) = (X (1+1 ) -X (I) ) /EL (D 
50 2 (I) = (ALPHA (I)-(X (I) -X (1-1)) #2 (1-1))/EL (I) 
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EL (H) = (X (B) -X (H-1)  * (2 .DO-0 (S-l)  
2 (H) = {ALPHA (H) - (I (H) -X (H-1 ) ) 3Z (5-1)  /EL (S) 
C(H)=2(H) j=a-i 
60 C(J)=Z(JJ-0{J)«C(J+1) 
B (J) = (r(J+1)-F -X (J+1) -I (J))'(C(J*T) +2.D0*C(J))/ 
13.00 
D {J) = (C (J+1 ) -C (J) )/(3.D0#(X(J+1)-I (J) ; ) 
J=J-1 
I? (J.GT.O)GOTO 60 
HETDKH 
SHO 
SOBHOaTIHE DCDBIC (TIHB.TiLUE.TilOEO,X.T,B.C,D) 
IMPLICIT HEAL«8 (A-a,0-Z) 
DIHBÏSIOR X(1) ,r(1) .8 (1) ,C (1) ,0(1) 
J=1 











IHPLICIT REALMS (i-2) 




DIHBSSIOH I(45),DERT («5) , 
1KSPHGA(8) ,KSPWGB{8) ,DAaPA (8) ,DAHPB(8) ,ALPHO (8) ,3ETA0 (8) , 
1ALPH(8) ,BETA (8) ,ALPHDT (8) ,BETADT(8) ,31 (8) ,a2(8),R3(8) ,L(8),H(8) 
DIHEBSIOH T7EC (9500) ,?17EC (9500),927EC(9500),Ï37EC(9SOO), 
1R7EC(9500),TH7BC (9500) ,PHI7EC (9500),B5G7EC (9500) , 
1P7ECA1(9 500),P7ECA2(9500),P7ECA3(9500).P7ZCAU(9500), 
1P7ECB1 (9500),P7EC32(9500),P7EC33(9500),P7ECBa (9500) , 
1TH17EC(9500) ,TH27EC (9500) , TH37BC (9500) 
DIHESSIOH XSPHCL(3),I2ECT (3),7SPRCL(3),7HECT (3) 
C0HI!0H/3LK3/T72C,n7EC,I27EC,B37EC,H7BC,TH7EC,PHI7EC,EÎ»G7EC, 





C0HH0H/BLK6/R1 ,R2 ,R3 .KSPHGA,KSPÎIG3,DAHPA ,DABP3 ,ALPH ,BETA, 
1ALPHDT ,B ETADT, ALPHO , BETAO , !!, 1 
















B1 TEC (ICHT) =*1=DGPaD 
B27EC(ICHT)=92»DGPRD 
H3TEC(ICHT)=S3«DGPRD 











C RIGID BOOT ROTATIOHiL KIHBTIC EHERGT 
C 
C 












2HGRGB=0.5= (111**1 SQR+2.D0*n2%«1 72*2.D0#n3#*1 W3*I22=W2SCR + 
12.0O«I23'H2H3+I33#W3SQH) 
C 
C PENDOLnH KIHETIC 2HZRGI 
C 
2HGPEH=0.00 
DO 10 I=1,HPEH 
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K=2« (1-1) 
BBTl (I) =T n S+NP21IT2+K) 
BBTIDT(I)=T (7+K) 
ILPH (I) = I (15**PEHT2-»K) 
TO ALPHDT(1)=T(8+K) 
C 
C SnHHlTIOK or PBHOOIOH COHTSIBOTIOHS TO KISETIC SSE3GT 
C 
DO 15 1=1,aPE* 
CSALPH=DCOS(ALPH(1) ) 
SHALPH=OSII (ALPH(I)) 

















1+BETADT (I)*L3«T12-L2*ALPHDT (I)) «2 
7MSqR=7aSQR+ (R1L1*?3 
1-R3L3#91 -BBTADT (I) #L3»?n+L1#ALPHDT (1})=»2 
THSQRsTHSQR* (R2L2*W1 
1-R1L1«H2>BBTADT (I) »L (I)«CSBETA) =W2 




C STORIHG PEHDOLDH POSITIONS AHD EOLEB AHGIES 
C 
P7ECB1(ICST)=Y(1R+WPEHT2)«DGPHD 
P7ECA1 (ICHT) =Y (15+BPE!IT2)*DGPBD 
P7BCB2(IC3T)=Y (16+*PEBT2)*DGPRD 
P7ECA2 (ICHT) =Y (17*5PBHt2)«DGPHD 





E2=Y (11 + HPEHT2) 













CI 2=2 . D0« (27 22-2328) 
C22=1.D0-2.D09 {23SQH-»21SQH) 
C31 =2.00« (27 23-222») 




TH1T2C (ICST) =OGPHD«OATiJI2 (TABG.ZARG) 
IiBG=C32 
iaG=1.D0-C32«2 
17 (IBG.LT.0.00) 1BG=0.00 
X1KG=DSQRT(IBG) 
TH2TBC(ICBT)=DGPRD»DATAM2(TARG.ZIRG) 
17 (ICTIT.IB.l)SOTO ^ 









C 2012R A1IG12S TO 20L22 PARAHETERS TRAHSrORHATIOB 
C 
S0BROOTIH2 2DL2R(THl,TH2,TH3,21,22,23,Ea) 


























0.4900 0.7600 0.8000 
1.7000 2.0000 a.0000 
14.0000 16.0000 16.0000 
27.2000 28.0000 30.0000 
«0.0000 «2.0000 ««.0000 
sa.oooo 56.0000 58.0000 
68.0000 70.0000 71.2000 
80.0000 82.0000 83.1000 
1S78G.D0 1«7S«.D0 1«78«.D0 1«722.D0 
13««0.00 12960.00 1286«.D0 132«8.00 
13056.00 12768.00 12672.00 12768.00 
1««00.00 1««96.00 1««00.00 1«208.00 
15360.00 15552.00 158*0.00 16128.00 
16800.00 16896.00 16992.00 17088.00 
17088.00 16992.00 16608.00 1622«.00 
15706.DO 15552.00 15360.00 15168.00 
0.0000 10.0000 20.0000 30.0000 
70.0000 80.0000 85.3000 
2101.00- 1970.00 1836.00 
939.00 737.00 606.00 
586.00 576.00 556.00 
39*.00 3*8.00 318.00 
180.00 180.00 180.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
72.00 18.00 25.00 
6*02.00 2000.00 O.ODO 
200.00 1.51500 0.00 
5.00 0.00 
O.OOOIOO 0.02DO 0.00 















































1707.00 1500.00 1333.00 11«6.D0 










0 . 0 0  
180.00 180.00 180.30 
0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0  
1.7500 00000000* 
180.00 000000002 00000002 
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APPENDIX C. 
PROGRAM OF THE LINEARIZATION 
OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
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c 
C THIS SOBROOTINE LINEARIZES THE EQUATIOSS OF MOTION FOR A 
C RIGID BODY BITH K E50I7AI.EKT SPRIBG,RASS,DAKPER SISTERS 
C ATTACHED TO THE BOOT AS SPHERICAL PEHDOLOHS. 
C 
SnBP.OtJTIHE LIHRI2 {THOH .TRET,TIRE) 
IMPLICIT REAL-S (A-H,0-Z) 
2EAL=8 fi.L.m ,112,113 ,122 ,123,133,HPEHD,KSPRGR,KSPHGB,KSPBGA, 
1L1,L2,L3,LCSBTA,KAAOCB,KBBOCB 
HEA L-8 LCB,LSB,LCASB,LSASB,LCACB,LSACB 
DIHEKSIOB PP (3,15,2) ,H (15,15) ,PrO (15,15) .TJ (15,15) ,0J (15,15) , 
12 (15 ,1 5) ,0 (20 , 2) , PO (2a ,11 ) ,SCO* (3 .2) ,TKOB (1 5) ,THSr (1 5 ,1 5) 
DIMENSION El (2) ,R2 (2) , R3 (2) ,L (2) ,H (2) .KSPNGA (2) , 
2KSPSGB(2),DABPA(2),BARPB(2) ,ALPHO (2).BETAO(2),ALPH(2) ,BETA(2), 
3ALPHDT(2).BETADT(2) 
COBBO»/3L!C1/R1 , R2,23, L,M,K5PNGA,KSP!IGB, DAMP A,DAMPS, ALPHO, BETAO, 
1ALPH.SETA,ALPHDT,BETADT 
COBROII/BLK2/PI,GC,in,I12,n3,I22,I23,I33,H2THST,85THST,rrX»AL 
COBHOH/BL1C3/1IPEK, HPEHT2,HPEHTO , HSTATE, HKQS , ItCHTRL, IFLAG , JIHC 
C0»a0H/BLX6/TH1S0H,rH250B,TH3»OH,TH1RZr,TH2REr,rH3REr 
CORKOH/5 LK9/TJ,OJ. 
ir (IFLAG.EQ.1) GOTO 11 
DO 50 1=1,KEGS 




B2 = T!I0S(2) 
I?3=TN0R (3) 
DO 55 I=1,KPE1I 
KRT=2*2*I 
KPS=KRT*NPZRT2 










C SUfiHlTIOK OF PEXDOLOH COBTRIBOTIOHS TO EQOATIOBS Of MOTION 
C 
DO 60 I=1,NPES 





(2« ( I '  IZ)  ( I '  OZ) D*( I '6  I)  Q)o ( I )  W-= (S*S)2 ( Cl'£Z)D«{I'iI.)0* Cl'ZZ) QC K-= (LSmaX'E) 2 ( ( l * o z ) i t e  t i 'tiJ n»(i '6 i>D«(i*9i )  n)e( i )  u-=(x'E)z 
(Z«( I*Z.L)  D*Za* ( I '91)  a)#( I )  «-  (E'E)  2= (E'E)Z 
(  ( I *  ZZ) n« ( I 'E I )  C) *  ( I )  H-= (LSfl ldS'Z)  2 
(Ci*  tz)n#Ci 'sUn«(i*6i . )  a*  ( i * e i )  n ) s ( i )  a-=(x*z)  z 
(  ( I '9L)  0*  ( l *El) f l )«( I )  U-(E'Z)  2= (E'Z)2 
CZss>(l*SL)l l *ZaS! ( I 'EI )0)#( I )  a-  (Z'Z)  Z=CZ'Z)2 
(Ci 'EZ) Q#(I ' l l )n)*( i )  B-= ( ismas* i )z  
(  ( I *  lZ)ûc( I 'Zl )0» ( l*OZ)Ds(l*  I I )  n)a( l )  %-=(%' l )Z 
(d ' i l )  Qs(I*  l l ) f l ) t t ( l )  a-(E*l )  2= (E*l )Z 
(Ci 'si )ûï i ( i 'z i ) f l )«( i )a-Cz' i )  2= (z ' i )z  
(z##( I 'z i )n*z« ( I '  I I )  n)# ( I )  a- ( I *  I )  2= ( I *  I )  2 
1*3=isoida 
I*Z*Z = )I  
3 
MOIiOU JO SII0IIY0&3 a3ZI«T3*n 3 
3BX JO sais 1J31 3Hi HOi SHOi^aaiHxi ios anioaaad si i i iss2ssy 3 
3 
oa*o= ( I ' t iZ)  0 
l lsd'EZ)!!  
Zl -= ( I 'ZZ)  0 
Yi3aS3#(I)"I= ( I ' IZ)O 
i i i#n-=(i*oz)n 
ZlieET= ( I '6 l )  n 
OQ'OS ( I 'Bl)  n 
niH= ( I ' l l )  n 
ZTZB-= ( I '9L)Û 
niH-= ( I 'sDo 
00*0= (I'Bl) n 
E*I£H= (I'El)n 
ziza= (i'zi)D 
E1EH-=(I '  11)0 
00*0= (I'Ol) 0 
3 
MOIiTiKZIHO JO 3SJ1VH3 iO SSXTH TfliaVd SKIIYmSlTS 3 
3 
£1*( I )£H=£7EH 
Zl*  ( I )ZH=ZTZH 
n*  ( I )  ia=nia 
£Zi# ( I )  "I=E' I  
ZZi#( l ) l=Zl  
IZi# ( I )  1=11 
3 






6 P l  
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Z(KPL0S1 ,XPLDS1 )=-!•(!) «(0 (22,1) #*2+0 (23.1) «2) 
C 






C COEFICIEFTS FOR THE RIGHT BRBD SIDES OF THE LIRESRIZED 
C E30ATI0HS OF MOTION 
C 
l.CB=L(I) #CSBETA 
LSB=1, (I) SSNBETA 
I.CASB=L(I) «CSALPH#S*BETi 
LSASB=L (I) #SNALPH=»SHBETA 
LCACB=L(I)aCSALPH«CSBETA 
I.SACB=I. (I) «S*A LPH#CSBETi 
PO (lO.ISTB) =0.50 
PO (lO.ISTA)=0.D0 
PO (11,ISTB)=-LCB 










PO (16,ISTAJ =LSACB 
PO {17,ISTS)=LSASB 
PO (17,1ST A) =-LCAC3 
P0{18,ISTB) =0.D0 

















P5 (1 ,1 ,1) =R2L2=«2 
P5 (1 ,2,1) =-2.D0«mLl *W2 
PS (1,3,I)=0.D0 
PB (1 ,IsrBDT,I) =2.rO»L(I) «CSBETJI-W2 
P5Ct,ISrADT,I) =0.D0 
PB (1 ,ISTB ,1) = (L (I) -SHALPRSSSBETA) ^2SQS 
PB(1,ISTA,I) = (-L(I) «CSALPH«CSBETA)«W2SQR 







PB (3,1 ,I)=O.DO 
PB (3,2,1) =-2.D0#R3L3««2 
PB(3,3,1)=R2L2*W2 
PB (3,ISTBDT,X)=-2.D0#L3#M2$g2 





C SIGID BODT IKERTIA TEHHS TOR IZTT SIDE OF THE EQOATIOlfS OF 
C MOTION 
C 
2 ( i , T ) = 2  n , i ) - m  
2(2,2) =2 (2,2) -122 
2(3,3) =Z(3,3)-133 
C 
C IKITXAIIZING LINEARIZED EQOATIO* MATRICES 
C 
DO 65 I=1,RSTATE 






C ASSEMBLING PEHDOLOn COKTRIBOTIOHS TO BODY FIXED RATE TERMS FOR 
C LINEARIZATION OF THE BIGHT HAND SIDES OF THE EOOATIONS 
C OF MOTION 
DO 5 IR0W=1,5 
IEQO=IKOW 
MCNT=10*3*(IEOO-1) 
DO 10 JC0L=1 ,3 
TOTA1.2=O.DO 




DO 20 K=^,3 
KCST=KCHT*1 
S0B=0 (KC*T,r)*PB(K,JCOL,I) 













C ASSEMBLING PENDOLOH COBTHISCTIOSS TO ALPR,BETA,ALPHDT,AKD 
C 3ETADT TERMS FOR LTSEARIZATIOR OF THE RIGHT HAND SIDES OF 
C THE EOOATIOBS OF BOTIOK 
C 
DO 25 IR0W=1,b 
IE30=IR0B 
BCKT=10*3»(IE00-1) 
DO 25 1=1,HPEH 














R (lECO.JCOL)=S (I)«TOT 
H(lEOO,JCOLDT)=H(1) »TOTDT 










C ASSEMBLING EIGID BOOT TERNS TO THE SIGHT SIDES OF THE 
C LIKEiHIZED ECCITIOIIS OF HOTIOH 
C 
H (1,3) =H ;i,3)-(I22-I33)«»2 
H{3,1)=H (3,1)-(in-I22)**2 
C 
C COrPOTISG LINEARIZED CONTROL HATRIX 
C 
DO «5 1=1,«STATE 









C ASSEMBLING LINEARIZED EOOATIOBS 
C 
DO 70 1=1,*EOS 
DO 70 J=I,!IECS 
Z(J,I)=Z (I,J) 
70 COHTIHOE 
CALL HATIST (2,!IEQS,0ET,IERR) 
IF(lERR.EQ.1)BRITE(6,3) 
3 FORMAT (IX,'2 IS SUtSOLAR') 
*E0L=3+RPE*T* 
CALL MATMOL(2,H,IJ,*ZQ5,*E0S,*Z0L) 
CALL MATHUL (2,PFO,OJ,NEQS,NEQS.BCNTRL) 
SEQSP1=HEQS*1 
DO 75 I=NE0SP1 ,JIEOL 
TJ {I,I-SPEIIT2) =1.00 
75 COHTIHOE 
BRITE(6,31) 
31 FORMAT {7X,*TN0H IS,') 
WRITE (6,32) (TNOM(I),I=1,NSTATE) 
WRITE(6,33) 












trsr(u+rperto,t) =e1ref-et hoh 
tref(5+rpenta,1)=e2ref-e2n0m 
thef (6+ffpexti, 1 ) =e3ref-e3h0b 
tref (7+hpento , 1 ) =bttref-ef»iioh 
C 











TJ fIE30,2)=E«tIlOK/2.DO , 
TJ (lEQO,3)=-ElNOR/2.DO 
TJ(lEaO,0+HPEHTa)=-*3/2.DO 
TJ (lEOn, 6+HPEIITU) =W1 /2.D0 
TJ (lEOO, 7*!tPEHT0) =92/2.DO 
XEC0=IEQU*1 
TJ (IEOO,1)=-E2!IOH/2.DO 
TJ (lEQO , 2) =E1 *011/2.00 
TJ (lEQO,3)=EHNOn/2.DO 
TJ (IEOO,0*!lPEHTa) =92/2.DO 
TJ( IE5 0.5**PENT«) =-*T/2.D0 
TJ (IE50,7*BPEHT0) =93/2.00 
IECD=IE3D+1 
TJ(IE30,1)=-E1HOH/2.DO 
TJ (lEQO, 2) =-E2II0H/2. DO 
TJ (IE30,3)=-E3»0H/2.DO 
TJ (1E30, a-»HPEJITa) =-81/2.00 







program of the feedback 
control law computation 
156 
TRIS SaSHOOTISE COMPUTES THE FEEDBACK GAIN MATRIX AHD 
COMMAND CORTROL VECTOR FOR USE AS A CONTROL LAM. TRE 
MATRIX RICCATI EQUATION AND AOXILLART EODATION ARE 
SOLVED 9T INTEGRATING BACKVARD IN TIME AND STORING 
THE FEEDBACK GAIN MATRIX AND COMMAND CONTROL VECTOR 





DIMENSION P (15,15) ,S (15,15) ,0(15,15) ,R20 (15,15) ,TREF(15,15) 
ITJ (15,15) ,nj (15,15) , OJTRS (15 ,15) , R20JT5 (15,15) ,F5AIN (15,1 5) 
20FFSET (15,15) ,F0FT(5 ,1 5,500) ,VOFT (5,5 00) ,TSTEP (500) 
DIMENSION TP (135) ,IROH (15) ,IWK (135) ,?K(2296).8 (135,9) ,C(20) 
COMMON/B LK9/TJ,OJ 
INITIALIZING RICCATI SOLUTION (P AND S) 
ISTEP=0 
ICNT=0 
DO 5 1=1,NSTATE 










RICCATI EQUATION SOLUTION 






CALL DYERK(WP,RICFUN,TIME,7P,TMEND,TOL,INDEX,C,NP, O,1ER) 
IF (INDEX.LT.O.OR.IER.GT.O)GOTO 999 
CALL OUTRIC(TIME,TP,P,S,TSTEP,ISTEP.NSTATE,SCNTPL) 
OPTIMAL CONTROL LAW CALCULATION 
CALL LINRIZ (INOM.TREF.TIHE) 
CALL MATTRN (UJ,UJTRN,NSTATE,HC8THL) 
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CALL flATflOL (R20,0 JTR» , R20JTH , BCUTP.L ,HC»THL, HSTATE) 
CA LL S A TH OL (R 2 0 JTH , P , FGAIK , IfCKTRL , ITST ATE , «STATE) 
CALL (ÎATffOL (E2ajT5,S .OFFSET,NCHTRL,«STATE,1 ) 
DO lb I=1,SCHTRL 
yOFT(T,ISTSP)=-OFFSET(1,7) 









IMPLICIT REALMS (A-II, 0-Z) 
DIMENSION P (15,15) ,0(15.15) .R2D (15,15) .A(15.1S) ,ATRN (15,15) . 
1ATSNP(15,15) ,B(15,15).BTRK(15.15) ,TREF{15.15) .S (15.15) , 
2ER2(15,15) ,BR2BTH (15,15) ,PBR2BT (15 ,15) ,PBRBTP (15,15) , 
3PA (15,15) .OR (15,1 5) .PDOT(15.15) ,SDOT (15,15) ,IJ (15,1 5) ,0J (1 5,1 5) 
DIMENSION YNOR (15),TP (135) ,DERP(135) 











DO 5 1=1,*STATE 
DO 5 J=I,BSTATE 
ICNT=ICNT*1 
P{I.J)=IP(ICHT) 
P(J,I) =P (I,J) 
5 CONTINUE 





C CORPUTIHG PDOT 
C 
CALL HATTSR (B,BTRN,NSTATE,HCNTRL) 
CALL BATBOL(B,R2n.BR2,NSTATE,NCNTRL,NCNTRL) 
CALL BATBOL(BR2,BTRH,BR2BTS,NSTATE,NCSTRL,BSTATE) 
CALL BATBOL (P,BR2BTH,PBH2BT .NSTATE,NSTATE,NSTATE) 
CALL BATBOL (PBR2BT,P,PBRPTP.NSTATE,NSTATE,NSTATE) 
CALL BATBOL (P,A,PA,NSTATE,NSTATE,NSTATE) 
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CALL «ATTRK (1,ATRH,SSTATE,BSTATE) 
CALL aATMDL(ATRB,P,ATBNP,BETAT2,BSTArE,NC7ATZ) 
CALL HArSUB (PBRBTP.PA,PDOT,SSTATE,KSTATE) 
CALL lATSUB(PDOT,ATRHP ,PDOT,BSTiTîrHSTSTE) 
CALL HATSOB(PDOT,a»PDOT,HSTATE,HSTATE) 
C 
C COBPOTIHG SDOT 
C 
CALL BATSOB {ATR»,PBR2BT,SDOT,«STATE,IISTATE) 
CALL HATRUL(SDOT,S,SOOT,NSTATE,HSTATE,7) 
CALL HATROL (Q, THET.QR, 1ISTATE,HSTATE,T ) 
CALL BATSOB(OH,SDOT,SDOT,«STATE,!) 
C 
C ASSEHBLIKG DERP 
C 
ICST=0 
DO 15 1=!,«STATE 




DO 20 1=1,«STATE 
ICNT=IC«T+1 




SOBHOOTIWE RICJ («STATE.TIRE,T,P0) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
SETORH 
EHD 
SOBROOTIHE OUTP.IC (TIRE,TP,P,S,TSTEP,ISTEP,«STATE,«CNTRL) 
IMPLICIT REAL«8 (A-9,0-Z) 
DIBEHSION TP (135) ,P (15,15) ,S (15,15) ,TSTEP (500) 
ISTEP=ISTEP+1 
IC«T=0 
DO 5 1=1,«STATE 
DO 5 J=I,«STATE 
IC«T=IC«T-*.l 
P(I,J) =TP(ICST) 
P(3,I) =P (I, J) 
5 CONTINUE 
DO 10 1=1,«STATE 
ICKT=IC«T+1 







c HITHOL HOLTIPLIES BATRICES OT COHPITIBIE DIMENSIONS 
C ARRAIl=I.ErT IRRAI TO BE HOITIPLIED 
C AHRATBsRICHT AERAT TO BE HOLTIPLIED 
C AERAIC=PRODOCT OF LEFT AND SIGHT ASRATS 
C H=HO. OF SOWS OF ARRATA 
C M=*0. OF COLORHS OF AREATA AID ROWS OF AEEATB 
C BC=aO. OF COLOSHS OF AEEATB 
C 
SOBROOTIHE HATHOL (AEEATD,AREATE,ARRATC,H,H,HC) 
IHPLICIT EEAL#8 (A-H,0-Z) 
DIHEHSIOH AEEATA(15,15).AERATB (15,15),AEEAIC(15,15) 
DIHEHSIOH ARRATD (15,15) ,ARRA7E (15,15) 
DO 50 1=1,H 
DO 50 J=1,H 
AHEATA (I, J) 3ARSAT0 (I, J) 
50 COHTIHOE 
DO 55 1=1,H 
DO 55 J=1,HC 
AERATB(I,J)=ARRATE(I,J) 
55 COHTIHOE 
DO 60 1=1,H 
DO 60 J=1,HC 
SOH=0.00 








C BATADD ADDS HATSZCES OF THE SABE DIREBSIOBS(B«B) 
C 
SOBEOOTIHE HATADD (AREATA,ARSATB,AREATC,!!,H) 
IHPLICIT SEAL»8(A-H,0-2) 
DIHEHSIOH AEEATA(15,15).AEEATB(15,15),AREATC(15,15) 
DO 60 1=1,H 
DO 60 J=1,H 





C HATSCA HOLTIPLIES A HATEIX BT A SCALAR 
C 
SOBEOOTIHE HATSCA (ARSATA,ARRATC,SCALAR,H.B) 
IHPLICIT REAL«8(A-H,0-Z) 
DIHEHSIOH ARRATA(15,15).ARRATC(15,15) 
DO 60 1=1 ,H 
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DO 60 





C HITTRK TSIHSPOSES 1 HITRIX 
C 
SOBROOTIHE HITTBH (IRRITJI.ABRATC.H ,H) 
IHPLICIT EE1L«8 (l-H,0-2) 
DXHERSZOB ABKITA(15,15},AR5AXC(15,15) 
DO 60 1=1 ,5 
DO 60 J31.H 





C BATSOB snBTBACTS HATBICES C=A-B 
C 
SOBROOTIHE HITSOB(ABBATA,A RBATB,ARRATC,g,N) 
IHPLICIT REALMS(A-H,0-Z) 
DIHEBSIOW ABRATA (15,15) ,AREATB (15,15) ,ARRATC(15,15) 
DO 60 1=1,a 
DO 60 j=i,m 




C TEE POBPOSE Of THIS SOBROOTIHE IS TO INVERT 
C AI m#» GEHEBAL HATRIZ 0SXH6 A 6AOSS-JOBOOH 
C SOBBOOTISE.(HOTEî H IS HAXIHDH AT 15) 
SOBBOOTIHS BATIB?(A,5,DZT,lEBB) 
IHPLICIT REALMS(A-H,0-2) 




ir(«.LE.O) GO TO 100 
C 
C SCALAR IRVERSION 
C 
irO.GT.I) GO TO 60 
DET= A (1 ,1) 
17 (DABS (DET) LT. S) IERR=1 
ir (lEBR.EQ.I)GO TO 100 
DET=1.DO/DBT 
A (1,1)= DET 




C SZIRCB ros LIHGEST PIVOT 
c 
DO S E=1,m 
L(K)= K 
H (K) = K 
BIGi=A(K.K) 
DO 10 I=K,B 
DO 10 J=K,n 
17(DABS(BIG*).GZ.DABS(1(I,J)))GO TO 10 
BIGA= A(I,J) 




ir {L(K) .LZ.KJGO TO 65 
C 
C IHTZRCHARGXBG ROBS 
C 
DO 15 1=1,R 
HOLD» -A(K.I) 
A (K,I)= A (J.I) 
A (J,I)= BOLD 
15 CORTIHOE 
65 I=B(K) 
IT (H (K) .LZ.K)GO TO 110 
C 
C IRTZRCBAHGIRG COLOHRS 
C 
DO 20 J=1.R 
HOLD=-A(J.K) 
A(J,K)= A (J.I) 
A (J,I)= BOLD 
20 COHTIIOZ 
110 ir(DABS(BIGA).GT.S) GO TO 70 
DET=O.DO 
IZSR=1 
GO TO 100 
C 
C DI7IDIHC COLOHRS BT HIROS PITOT 
C 
70 DO 25 1=1.1 
I?(I.RZ.K)A(I.K)=A(I.K)/(-A(K.K)) 
25 CORTIROE 
DO 30 1=1.R 
ir(I.EQ.K)GO TO 30 





75 DO AO J=1 ,H 
IR(J.HE.K) A{K,J)= JL(K.J}/A(K,K) 
NO COHTIHNB 
c 
C COHPOTIHG DBTESHIHAHT 
C 
DZT= DZT#A(K,K) 
IT (DIBS(DET) .I.E.S)IEKR=1 
IR (DABS{DET) .LZ.S) GO TO TOO 
C 









ir(K.LE.O) GO TO 100 
I=L (K) 




45 COHTHOE j= a(k) 
IF(J.LZ.K)GO TO 130 
DO 50 1=1,* 
HOLD= A(K.I) 
A(K,I)= -A (J.I) 
A(J,I)= HOLD 
50 COHTISCZ 





program of the numerical 
simulation of the controlled system 
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c 
C BilK PSOGRAB 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM CALCOLATES THE FEEDBACK GAINS ARD OPTIMAL CONTROL 
C LAB FOR THE LINEAR TRACKING PROBLEM USING THROSTER CONTROL 
C or THE PLANT AND THEN SOLVES THE BONLINEAR STST5R OF EQUATIONS 
C GOVERNING THE PLANT USING THE LINEARIZED CONTROL LAB. 
C 
laPLICIT REAL#P (A-H,0-2) 
EXTERNAL FCT.FCTJ 
REALMS H ,L,m ,112,173,122,123,133,SPEND,KSPNGR.KSPHGB.KSPNGA, 
ILPEND 
REAL«l T7EC,B1VEC,B2TEC,»37EC,T17EC,T2*EC,T3VEC 
DIMENSION Q(15,15),R20(15,15),FOFT(5,15,500) ,70FT(5,500), 
• 1TSTEP(500) ,rSTORE(S..500) ,T0TIHP(5) ,TREF(15,15) ,TNOM (15) 
DIMENSION R1 (2) ,R2(2),B3(2),L (2),M(2),KSPNGA(2), 
2KSPNGB(2),DAHPA (2) ,DABPB(2),ALPHO(2),BBTAO(2) ,ALPH(2),BETA(2) , 
3ALPHDT (2) ,?ETADT (2) , T (15) , DERT (15) ,TBK(15) ,BK(256) 
DIMENSION T7EC(500) ,B17EC(500),B27EC(500),W37EC(500) , 












C SETTING NOMINAL OPERATING POINT AND PARAMETERS 
C 
rrLAc=o 
READ (5,1) (ALPHO (I) ,1=1,2) 
BRITE(6,1) (ALPHO (I) ,1=1 ,2) 
READ(5,1) (BBTAO(I) ,1=1,2) 
BRITE(6,1) (BETAO (I) ,1=1,2) 
1 FORMAT(SF9.2) 
READ(5,2) LPEND,RPBND,PSNHGT,MPEND,KSPNGR,DAHPCF,NPBH,NCNTRL 






















READ (5,6) TOL,TRSTSP,TIHITL,TnirAL,l!ETH,HITER 
WRITE (6, 6) TOL,THSTEP,TmiTL.rriltAL,BETH,niTER 
6 FORMAT(»r9.5.219) 
tkon (1) =«1 
THOB (2) =W2 
TKOR (3) =83 
C 
C EOLSS ANGIE TO EOIER PJBIRETEE TSAITSFORBATIOS 
C 
CALL EOLER(TBI SO-,TH2B0H,rH3H0R,E1»0B,E2H0H,Ï3K0B,EUHOB) 
THOR (««-BPEHTlt) =Z1*0B 
THOR (5*IIPE!ÏTtt) =E2M0B 
TNOH (6-HIPEHTB) =E3K0B 
T50B (7-Hf PERT») =E*NOB 
C PEHDOLUB INITIAL STATE.LENGTH, AND SPRING PRELOAD 
C 
ASG=2.D0«PI/DrL0AT(BPEK) 
RPEKD = RPBIID«FTPI* 
PE*HGT=PE»HGT«FTPI* 




. y*ob (jcsr)=o. do 
TNOR(KET+1)=0.D0 
BETAO(I) =5£TA0(I)*RDPDG 
ALPHO(Ï) =ALPHO (I)«RDPDG 
TSOR(K?S)=BETAO(I) 





R1 (I) =-HPEJIO«DCOS (DFLOAT ( J) «AHG) 
R2(I)=PENHGT 






C COST rOItCTIO» WEIGHTING MATRICES (g ASD R20) 
C 
1fE0L=3*HPEWT0 
DO 10 r=1,K£TATE 
DO 10 J=1,NSTATE 
0(1,J)=0.DO 




DO 15 1=1.NCNTRL 
DO 15 J=1fUCRTRL 
R2U (I,J)=0.D0 
IF (I.EO.J)R2D{I,J) =BGHTR 
15 COBTIHUE 
C 




7 roRBAT(1I,'R2D IS SINCOLiR') 
C 
C SETTING RBFERESCE STATE 
C 






READ (5,1) (TRET (1,1) ,I=SEQS?2,BEC1,2) 
WRITE (6,1) (YREF(I,1) ,I=IIBQSP2,IIEnL,2) 
ME0SP1=!>E0S*1 
READ (5,1) (TSEF(1,1) ,I=WEQSP1,KEnL,2) 
WRITE (6,1) (TREF(I,1) ,I=HE0SP1,KEnL,2) 






THEF (5*lf PEJfTO , 1 ) =E2RBF-E2H0B 
TREF (6+RPE!rTa,1)=B3REF-E3H0H 
TREF (7*!IPE!IT0 ,1 ) =E9REF-BOHOH 
C 






TOTAL THHOSTSS rHPtJLSE CiLCHLATIOK 
DO bO K=1.HCHTRL 
TOTIHP (1C)=0.D0 
50 COITTIJIOr 
DO 55 J=1,JSTEP 
DO 60 K=1,KC*T8L 
SOH= THSTÏP «TSTORE (K,J) 
SO!î=DABS (SOB) 




3a rORHlT (1X.'THE TOTAL IHPOLSE (LBr-SEC) rCR TSHCSTER I IS,') 
WRITE (6, 36) 
36 rORHAT(1Z,'1 2 3 8 5*) 
WRITE(6,37) (TOTIBP(I) ,1=1 ,IICHTHL) 
37 fOPRAT(5r9.2) 
CALL SH» r (JSTEP.HSTATE,9C*TRL,TTEC,n7EC,B2TEC,B37EC, 
1T17EC,T2 7EC,T37SC,rSTO RE,TOrT,70rT) 
999 STOP 
esd 
S0BR00TI5E TCT (ItST,riHE,I,DEHT) 
laPLICIT REAL38(A-B,0-Z) 
REAL»8 H ,L, n 1 , n2,n 3 ,122 ,123,133 ,.fPEHD,KSPBGR,KSPHGB,KSPUGA , 
iy.AA3CB,KBB0CB,L1,L2,L3,lCSBTA 
DIHEXSIOB Rl (2) ,22(2) ,R3 (2) ,L(2) ,H(2) ,0(25,3) ,8 (3,2) ,KSPHGA (2) , 
2ESP*GB (2) ,DAHPA (2) ,DABP3 (2) ,ALPHO (2) ,BETAO (2) ,ALPII (2) .BETA (2) , 
3ALPHDT(2) ,flETADT(2) ,1(15) ,DERT (15) ,2 (15,15) ,RHS (7) ,Z7EC (28) 
OIHSïSIOR IBKdO) ,WKA2EA (09) 
DIHEHSIOa rOFT (5,15,500).TOFT (5,500),rSTEP(SOO) ,yS0B(15) ,r(S) 
COeSOR/BLn/RI ,R2.R3,L,a,XSPNGA,XSPVGB,0ABPA^DABPS .ALPHO , BETAO , 
1AL?H,3ETA,AL?HDT,3BTADT 
C0SB0II/BLK2/PI,GC.in ,n2,n3,I22.I23,I33,R2THST,H5THST.rrTHAl 





CALL EOLZR(TBI SOB,TH2*0B.THSKOB,E1,Ï2,E3,SO) 
THOB («•«PEKTlt) =E1 
TSOB (5+l»PBST«J) =E2 
mon (6-mpESTa) =23 
THOB {7*HPSHT«)=E0 
ir (TIBE.LT.mNAL) GOTO 16 jmc= 2  
GOTO 17 
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16 IF (TIHE.LT.TSTEP(JIHC-1))G0T0 17 
JXNC=JINC-1 
GOTO 16 
17 DO 35 1=1,»CNTRL 
R(I)=0.D0 
DO no Jsl.MSTATE 
DELT>T=Y (J) -TNOn (J) 







DO b 1=1,»ECS 
RHS (I) =0.D0 
DO 5 J=1,»EOS 
2(1, J) =O.DO 
5 COKTIKBE 
DO 10 I=1,HPES 
KRT=2-»'2=?I 
KPS=KHT»RPEHT2 
















D3=IliaBlB2 + Il 2-B2S0S*N3-B2B3- (Tl2-31SQR+122*B1 B2+I23»*l B3) 
C 
C SCKSATIOB OF PESDOLOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO EQOATIOBS OF MOTION 
C 
DO 15 I=1,HPEN 
CSALPH=OCOS (ALPH(I) ) 
S»ALPH=D SIR(ALPH(I)) 
CSSETA = DCOS(BETA(I) ) 







TnDT=-ALPHDT (I) «SNA LP H 
T12DT=ALPHDT (I) ^ CSALPH 
C 
C BOOT rilED A1»GDLAR EATSS (KWS(I)) 
C 










C CALCULATING PENDOLON POSITION AND LÎNGTH IN B BASIS 
C 
L1=L (I) -T21 
L2=L(I) #T22 
L3=L(I)«T23 




C CALCHLATINC PARTIAL RATES OF CHANGE OF ORIENTATION 
C 
0(10,1)=O.DO 
0 (11 ,1) =-H3L3 
0 (12,1) =R2L2 
n (13,1) =R3L3 
0 (11,1) =0.D0 
0(1S.,I)=-R1L1 
U (16,I)=-R2L2 
0 (17,1) =R1L1 
0 (18,1) =0.D0 
0(19,I)=L3#T12 
0 (20,1) =-L3»T11 
0(21 ,1) =L(I)*CSBETA 
n(22,I)=-L2 
0 (23,1) =L1 
0(2O,I)=0.D0 
C 
C ASSEMBLING PENDOLOK CONTRIBUTIONS TO EQOATIONS OF NOTION 
C 
? (1 ,I)=L3»(-ALFHDT (I) *B1 •BETADT (I)# (T12DT^Tn*B3)) -
1L2-BETADT(I)*(-T11«B2+T12#B1)•B1B2*R2(I)-R1(I)=(B2S0R^W3SQR)•BIBS-
1 R3 (I) H2B«L2-L1« (B2HSQR+W3BSQR) •B7B3H<'L3 
S (2,1) =L1=5ETADT (I) « (-m#B2^T12^fn J -L3« (BETADT (IJ 
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7-(TTiDT-?12«B3)*ALPHDT (I) #V2) •»2W3=ST».3 (I) -H2 (I) #{!î3S0R-»ïlS0R) * 
1 If 1 2«S1 (I) * ir2H3B!SL3-I.2«(If3BS0R'»WT aSQR) *B1 If2R«LÎ 
B (3 ,1) =L2=» (ALPHDT (I) *W2*BETADT (I) » (T1 IDT-Tl 2«S3) 
1)-lt#( 
1 -ALPHDT (I) «BI+BETADT (I)#(T12DT*Tn#*3) ) +M1lf3*RT (I) -R3 (I) 
l-(ins0r»lf2s0r) 





2(1 ,3) =2 {1,3)-B (I) #(0(11 ,I)#0 (17,1) ) 
2 (1 ,JC) =-f! (I) #(0 (11 ,1) #0 (20 ,1) +0 (12,1) #0 (21 ,1) ) 
2 (1 .KPLOSI) =-B (I) #(0 (11,1) #0 (23 ,1) ) 
RHS(1)=R8S (1)-S (I)#(0(11,1)#B(2,1)•0(12,1)#B(3,1)) 
2 (2,2) =2 (2,2) -K (I) = (0(13,1) «2*0 (15,1) »2) 
2(2,3) =2 (2.3)-fl (I)#(D(13,I)#0 (16,1)) 
2(2.r.) =-B (I) # (0 (1 3,1) #0(19,1) *0 (IS, I) #0(21,1)) 
2 (2,KPLOSI) =-B (I)#(0 (1 3,1) #0 (22,1)) 
RHS (2) =RHS (2) -B (I) #(0(13,1) #B (1 ,1) •O (15,1) #B (3,1) ) 
2(3,3) =2 (3,3) -B (I) « (0 (16,1) ##2*0 (17,1)##2) 
2(3,K) =-r (D #(0(16,1) #0 (19,I)*0(17,I)#0 (20,1)) 
2 (3 .KPLOSI) =-B (I) #(0(16,1) #0 (22 ,1) *0 (17,1) #0 (23,1) ) 
RHS(3) =RHS(3)-f(I) #(0(16,1)#B(1.1)*0 (17,1)#S(2,1)) 
2(K,K)=-B(I)#(0(19,1)##2+0(20,1)##2•O(21,1)##2) 
RHS (K) =-B (I) # (0 (19 .1) #B (1 .1) •O (20 .1) #B (2 ,1) +0 (21 .1) #B (3.1)) 
2 (KPLOSI .KPLOSI )=-B (I) #(0(22.1) ##2^0 (23,1) ##2) 
RHS (KPLOSI) =-fl (I)#(0 (22,1) #B (1 ,1) *0 (23,1) #B (2,1) ) 
C 
C RIGHT HAND SIDE ADDITION OF GENERALIZED ACTIVE FORCES FOR ALPHA 
C AND BETA 
C 












C RIGID BODY COKTRIBOTIOS TO LEFT AND RIGHT SIDES OF EQOATIONS 
C or BOTIOH 
C 
2 (1. 1 )=2 (i.i)-in 
2(1.2) =Z (1.2) -112 





RHS (1) =- (HHS (1 ) +DT + R2THST* (F (2) ) ) 
RHS (2) =-(RHS (2)+02) 
SHS (3) =- (SKS (3) *D3*R2THSr*{r (1) ) ) 
C 
C DERT CALCULATION FOR PE5D0L0B RATES AMD BULER PARAMETER RATES 
C 









DERT (O+SPERTO) =0.5D0« (E0»B1-E3-82-»E2»H3) 
DERT(S+HPEHTfl) =0.5D0#{E3«W1•E0#ï2-E1#H3) 
DERT (6 + NPEllTU) =0.5D0#(-E2#BT +E1 *W2*E»*B3) 
DEHT(7+HPEKTO)=0.5D0«(-El «VI-E2«W2-E3»W3) 
C 
C SOLVING SIHOLTINEOOS LINEAR EQOATIONS (ZDERT=RBS) FOR DERT 
C 
JCNT=0 
DO 25 J=1,NEQS 
DO 25 1=1,J 
JCNT=JCHT*1 




CALL LE3 2S(2TEC,NB5S,BHS,I7AL,NEQS,IJOB,IJrK,BKAHBA,IER) 
IF (IER.EQ.1 30) «RITE (6,1) 
1 FORMAT(1%,'nATRTI 2 IS ILL-CONDITIOffED•) 
IF (IBR.E0.129) WRITE (6,2) 
2 FORMAT(1%,'2 IS SINGOLAR*) 
DO 30 I=1,HE0S 




SUBROOTISE FCTJ (NSTATE.TIBE.T.PD) 
IMPLICIT REiL^e {A-fl,0-Z) 
RETURN 
EJD 
SDBHOOTISE OOTP (TIHE,T) 
IMPLICIT REAL«8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REALM T7BC,B1TEC,H27EC,B3VBC,T17EC,T27EC,T37EC 
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DIMENSION TTEC (500) .ITI VEC(500) ,H2TEC(500) , H3VBC (500) , 
ITlYEC (500),T2VEC (500),T3VBC (500) 










W1 VEC (JSTEP) =T (7) =»DGPRD 






































CALL EULEE(TH1 BOR ,TH 2H0H , TH 3II0H ,E1H0H ,E2H0B , E3K0B, EAUOH) 
THOR (0•H PENT*)=E1SOH 
TNOH(54SPEHTÇ)=E2B0S 
TKOS (6+HPEllTtt) =23!fOH 
THOR(7*SPE»TTT)=E«BOR 
CONTROL rOSCE CiLCOLATIOB 
DO 5 I = 1,1»CHTBL 
rSTOHE (I,JSTEP)=0.D0 








SOFROOTTBE E0LES(TJIT ,TK2,TH3,E1 ,E2,E3,E*) 
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